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It is proposed that satisfying, stable relationships reflect intimates' ability to see imperfect partners 
in idealized ways. In this study of the long-term benefits (or possible costs) of positive illusions, both 
members of dating couples completed measures of idealization and well-being 3 times in a year. Path 
analyses revealed that idealization had a variety of self-fulfilling effects. Relationships were most 
likely to persist--even in the face of conflicts and doubts--when intimates idealized one another 
the most. Intimates who idealized one another more initially also reported relatively greater increases 
in satisfaction and decreases in conflicts and doubts over the year. Finally, individuals even came to 
share their partners' idealized images of them. In summary, intimates who idealized one another 
appeared more prescient than blind, actually creating the relationships they wished for as romances 
progressed. 

Love  t o  faul t s  is a lways  b l ind ,  

Always is to joy inclin'd, 
Lawless, wing'd, and unconfin'd, 
And breaks all chains from every mind. 
--William Blake, Poems (1791-1792)from Blake's Notebook 

Reality or parody? In many ways, Blake's musings depict the 
romantic ideal. Swept up in the experience of  love, trusting, sat- 
isfied individuals embellish their partners'  virtues, while chari- 
tably, perhaps sensibly, turning a blind eye to their faults (e.g., 
Murray & Holmes, 1993, 1994). Setting Blake's ideal aside, 
most psychologists believe that lasting satisfaction depends on 
individuals understanding their partners'  real strengths and 
frailties (e.g., Brickman, 1987; Swarm, De La Ronde, & Hixon, 
1994; Swarm, Hixon, & De La Ronde, 1992). After all, because 

few individuals really are perfect, time should inevitably reveal 
just how romantic partners fall short of  each others' hopes. 
Upon such realizations, lovers should then end up disappointed 
and disillusioned. 

Do positive illusions inevitably breed discontent? Or might 
idealization actually promote later happiness? For instance, see- 
ing a partner's faults through the rosy filters provided by one's 
ideals might minimize the potential for conflict. Intimates 
might even create the interpersonal realities they desire by ide- 
alizing their partners (e.g., Snyder, Tanke, & Berscheid, 1977). 
In such ways, idealization might actually insulate intimates 
against the vicissitudes of  time rather than set them up for dis- 
appointment. In this article we examine these issues, focusing 
on the long-term benefits (and possible costs) of  positive illu- 
sions in dating relationships. 
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Seeking Secur i ty :  The  Idea l iza t ion  Process  

Positive illusions may be a romantic necessity. Consider the 
dilemma individuals face as a romance develops. The allure of  
a partner's virtues draws intimates into relationships, creating 
feelings of hope and security that belie the lack of  more repre- 
sentative experiences (e.g., Brehm, 1988; Brickman, 1987). 
Later, interaction across broader, more conflictual domains re- 
veals a partner's frailties (e.g., Braiker & Kelley, 1979; Levinger, 
1983). Even in marriage, intimates may continue to uncover 
sources of  negativity and conflict as new demands surface, such 
as balancing children and career. These inevitable disap- 
pointments may then threaten feelings of  security by raising the 
fear that one's partner really isn't the "right" person after all. 

Such doubts are troublesome for most intimates, precisely 
because negativity typically surfaces when their hopes are al- 
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ready invested in their relationships, To add a further irony, in- 
dividuals may only discover a partner's more serious faults 
when the barriers to dissolution have also increased (e.g., a per- 
ceived lack of  alternative partners, the arrival of children). In 
the face of  this "romantic trap," individuals need to reach some 
sort of  cognitive resolution between their hopes and doubts in 
order to justify their continuing commitments (e.g., Abelson, 
1959; Epstein, 1982; Festinger, 1957). Apart from seeking cog- 
nitive clarity, individuals may also struggle to quell feelings of 
emotional vulnerability (e.g., Baumeister & Leary, 1995; 
Holmes & Rempel, 1989). For example, attachment theorists 
contend that individuals are strongly motivated to seek feelings 
of  safety and security in their relationships (e.g., Bowlby, 1977, 
1982). But such attachment concerns are frustrated by inti- 
mates' perceptions of  the risks posed by depending on a less 
than perfect partner. 

Accurately understanding a partner's real weaknesses may do 
little to resolve the tension between intimates' hopes and fears. 
What comfort is to be gained from the knowledge that one's 
partner is both inexpressive and stubborn? Instead, sustaining a 
sense of  felt security may necessitate weaving an elaborate story 
(or fiction) that both embellishes a partner's virtues and mini- 
mizes his or her faults (Murray & Holmes, 1993, 1994). For 
instance, Hillary might quell her disappointment in Bill's inex- 
pressiveness by regarding it as a sign of  his strong and silent 
nature. Or she might try to compensate for this fault by embel- 
lishing Bill's tolerance. 

Given such motivations and the poetic license inherent in the 
storytelling process, trusting, satisfied intimates should come to 
see their partners in quite idealized ways (e.g., Hall & Taylor, 
1976; Johnson & Rusbult, 1989; Murray & Holmes, 1993, 
1994; Simpson, Ickes, & Blackstone, 1995; Van Lange& Rus- 
bult, 1995). However, if intimates are even reasonably accurate 
social perceivers, a partner's actual qualities should also con- 
strain perception. After all, only characters in fairy tales can 
actually turn frogs into princes or princesses. Put a different 
way, some combination of  illusion (or motivated misunder- 
standings) and reality (or understanding) likely underlies indi- 
viduals' perceptions of  their partners, as the following equation 
illustrates: 

Actor's Perceptions = Partner's Reality + Actor's Illusion. 

For example, Hillary's perception of  Bill should partly reflect 
her knowledge of  Bill's real qualities and partly reflect her "illu- 
sions" or hopes. We recently examined this hypothesis in sam- 
ples of  dating and married couples (Murray, Holmes, & Griffin, 
1996). In this study, intimates rated themselves, their own part- 
ners, their ideal partner, and the typical partner on a variety 
of  virtues and faults (e.g., "responsive," "critical"). We then 
created indices of  "illusory" and "reality-based" components 
of  perception using the benchmarks just described. To continue 
with our original example, the actor's (Hillary's) perceptions 
referred to her ratings of  Bill. The partner's (Bill's) reality re- 
ferred to Bill's ratings of  himself. The actor's (Hillary's) illu- 
sions referred to the qualities that Hillary saw in Bill that Bill 
did not see in himself--a residualized measure of  illusions 
(Hillary's perception of  Bill, controlling for his perception of 
himself), j 

As hypothesized, impressions of  a partner appeared to reflect 
a mixture of"reality" and "illusion" in both dating and marital 

relationships. The partner's actual or self-perceived qualities 
did play a limited role in shaping the actor's perceptions. Indi- 
viduals with more positive self-concepts were also held irt high 
regard by their partners, whereas the opposite was true for indi- 
viduals with more negative self-concepts. But even among mar- 
ried couples, these "understanding" or accuracy correlations 
were only moderate in size, raising the possibility that some de- 
gree of  positive illusion (or motivated misunderstanding) also 
shaped perceptions. 

Projecting Self and Ideals 

If  the desire for security motivates idealization, certain hopes 
or wishes should shape the nature of these motivated misun- 
derstandings. For instance, believing a partner mirrors one's im- 
age of  the ideal partner may allow one to feel safe and secure in 
one's commitment (e.g., Murstein, 1967, 1971 ). Also, seeing 
oneself in one's partner may foster a sense of predictability and 
assumed similarity critical for feeling secure (Holmes & Rem- 
pel, 1989). Our cross-sectional study (Murray et al., 1996) re- 
vealed that individuals' self-images and schemas for the ideal 
partner appeared to shape their illusions: The more positive 
their ideals and self-images, the more idealized their impres- 
sions of their partners. 

Furthermore, working models of self and other were closely 
tied, as attachment theorists have argued (e.g., Bowlby, 1982). 
Individuals with a stronger sense of  self-worth set higher ideals 
and perceived more virtues in their partners, whereas individu- 
als with a weaker sense of self-worth expected less from an ideal 
partner and perceived fewer virtues in their own partners. Thus, 
individuals more secure in their own sense of self were more 
generous in their depictions of  their partners, overlooking faults 
and embellishing virtues. Conversely, the projection of  personal 
insecurities appeared to interfere with intimates seeing the best 
in their partners (e.g., Karney, Bradbury, Fincham, & Sullivan, 
1994). 

It is important to note that this evidence for projection tran- 
scended the effects of  actual similarity. That is, intimates with 
higher self-esteem were not any more likely to have partners 
with high self-esteem. So the link between rosy self-images and 
idealization cannot be explained by these individuals having 
partners who are easier to idealize. Nor did the evidence for 
projection simply reflect a Pollyanna effect. We still found 
strong evidence for idealization even when we controlled for in- 
dividuals' general tendency to see others in more or less positive 
terms. Most critical, we found this evidence for positive illu- 
sions using a reality benchmark (the partner's self-perceptions) 
that was already colored by a degree of  self-enhancement (e,g., 
Taylor & Brown, 1988). 

At this point a caveat is in order. In using Bill's self-perceptions as a 
"reality" benchmark, we are not arguing that individuals possess true 
insight into the actual nature of their own attributes. Instead, numerous 
studies suggest that individuals' self-perceptions are colored by some 
degree of positive illusion (e.g., Alicke, 1985; Brown, 1986; Greenwald, 
1980; Taylor & Brown, 1988). But given this evidence of self-aggran- 
dizement, self-perceptions may prove a very conservative benchmark 
for indexing a partner's illusions (i.e., HiUary's illusions about Bill must 
transcend his own illusions about himself). Further, using a partner's 
self-perceptions as a baseline operationally defines the concept of"un- 
derstanding," which has been central in theoretical debate. 
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Constructing Security 

A sense of  relationship security and well-being does indeed 
appear to necessitate a certain degree of  illusion (or inac- 
curacy). Our cross-sectional study (Murray et al., 1996) re- 
vealed that individuals were more satisfied in their relationships 
when they saw virtues in their partners that their partners did 
not see in themselves--a "projected illusions" effect. Being ide- 
alized also benefited well-being. That is, individuals were hap- 
pier in their relationships when their partners looked beyond 
the "reality" of  their self-perceived frailties and saw the best in 
them--a  "reflected illusions" effect. Accurately understanding 
a partner's self-views rarely predicted satisfaction, in contrast 
to Swann et al 's  ( 1992, 1994) views on the benefits of  self-veri- 
fication. When it did, intimates were actually less happy when 
they agreed with their partners' relatively negative self-views. 
Instead, systematic inaccuracies---in the form of positive illu- 
sions-predicted greater, concurrent happiness among both 
dating and married couples (Murray et al., 1996). 

Swann et al., 1994). For instance, accurately understanding 
differences in personalities or needs should facilitate adjust- 
ment, thereby preempting later difficulties and ensuring contin- 
ued satisfaction. 

Just as idealizing a partner may pose certain long-term risks, 
the benefits of being idealized might also begin to fade as time 
passes. Intimates might begin to resent the burden of  living up 
to their partners' idealized images of  them (even if such positive 
regard once predicted greater well-being). Swann and his col- 
leagues argued that individuals in longer-term relationships 
want their partners to understand and validate their "real" qual- 
ities. Even though dating individuals were happier when their 
partners idealized them, Swann et al. (1994) found that mar- 
ried individuals resisted such groundless flattery and were actu- 
ally happier when their partners saw them as they saw them- 
selves. Such findings suggest that accurately understanding a 
partner's qualities may be increasingly critical for continued 
satisfaction as romances progress. 

A Pe rmanen t  Peace? The  Disappo in tmen t  Model  

It is the expectation of seeing [one's beloved] that has produced 
this unpleasant e f fec t . . .  What happens is that the imagination, 
violently wrenched out of delicious reveries in which every step 
brings happiness, is dragged back to stern reality.--Stendhal, On 
Love 

Positive illusions, then, afford at least a temporary sense of  
security or peace. But Stendhal's musings suggest that such 
imaginative reveries are ultimately betrayed by sterner realities. 
Attesting to this pessimistic perspective, C. Kelly, Huston, and 
Cate (1985) found that engaged intimates who were initially 
most in love actually suffered the greatest declines in love after 
marriage. Further illustrating the possible perils of  blind ideal- 
ization are findings that conflicts that typically have little bear- 
ing on reports of  love and satisfaction prior to marriage predict 
declines in satisfaction after marriage (Braiker & Kelley, 1979; 
C. Kelly et al,, 1985; Markman, 1979, 1981 ). Such findings sug- 
gest that the benefits of  understanding a partner's real qualities 
may only surface later in romances, when such realism protects 
intimates from disappointment. 

Positive illusions then might only provide a false sense of  se- 
curity that actually creates (or at least heightens) the potential 
for eventual disappointment and distress. As one possible 
mechanism for such "self-defeating" effects, idealizing a part- 
ner might blind intimates to real difficulties or incompatibili- 
ties, such as differing desires for closeness versus distance (e.g., 
Christensen & Heavey, 1993). Viewing partners through the 
rosy filter provided by their ideals, individuals may simply as- 
sume compatibility on such dimensions even where latent con- 
flicts exist. Holding high, perhaps unrealistic, ideals might also 
contribute to later disappointment when increased interdepen- 
dence reveals how a partner falls short of  such standards (e.g., 
Higgins, 1987). Finally, a partner's faults may begin to appear 
less endearing or excusable when such initial, charitable con- 
struals are put to the test over time. The struggle to adapt to 
violated hopes and newly discovered differences may then 
heighten conflicts and reports of  ambivalence. In contrast, inti- 
mates who more accurately understand their partners' real at- 
tributes may experience a more lasting sense of  security (e.g., 

A Self-Fulfilling Prophecy? The  Wish-Fulfil lment Model  

Such a perspective, however, ignores the link between positive 
illusions and satisfaction in marriage that we reported earlier 
(Murray et al., 1996). Despite the rigors of  time, married inti- 
mates were happier when they idealized one another, not when 
they more accurately understood one another. Also, other stud- 
ies have shown that dating relationships are more likely to per- 
sist and stay satisfying when intimates see their partners as 
much more desirable than any other conceivable partner 
(Felmlee, Sprecher, & Bassin, 1990; Johnson & Rusbult, 1989; 
Simpson, 1987). Such findings suggest that idealization may 
promote continued satisfaction and stability as dating relation- 
ships progress. Why might this be the case? 

Positive illusions may act as a resource of  goodwill or confi- 
dence that actually allows intimates to cope more effectively 
with (or at least tolerate) disappointments as time passes. For 
example, intimates are better able to weather feelings of ambiv- 
alence if their commitment is sufficiently strong (Thompson & 
Holmes, 1995 ). Even in marriage, positivity appears to regulate 
or moderate the effects of  negativity. Married intimates are 
more likely to remain committed and happy as long as positive 
interactions outweigh negative ones by a ratio of  at least five to 
one (Gottman, 1994; Gottman & Levenson, 1992 ). Newlywed 
wives were also less disturbed by their husbands' complaints 
when they occurred in the context of  a warm, affectionate rela- 
tionship (Huston & Chorost, 1994). We predict that positive 
illusions will play a similar role in insulating dating intimates 
from the harmful effects of  conflict and doubt--the buffering 
hypothesis. 

As a further possible mechanism for such "self-fulfilling" 
effects, idealizing a partner may motivate intimates to trans- 
form the meaning of  apparent faults or conflicts and thus di- 
minish their significance (e.g., Kelley, 1979). For instance, see- 
ing a partner's behaviors through the rosy filters provided by 
one's ideals may encourage tolerance in the face of  transgres- 
sions (e.g., Rusbult, Verette, Whitney, Slovik, & Lipkus, 1991 ). 
When conflicts do occur, seeing a partner's faults in the best 
possible light may provide intimates with the optimism neces- 
sary to confront problems. Also, coming to terms with a part- 
net's frailties by linking them to greater virtues may lessen the 
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likelihood that individuals will later experience renewed ambiv- 
alence or doubts about these imperfections. In such ways, ideal- 
izing a partner may ward off later threats and minimize the 
chances of  intimates experiencing significant conflicts or enter- 
taining serious doubts-- the  transformation hypothesis. 

Furthermore, individuals might even create the interpersonal 
realities they desire by idealizing their partners. Interactions 
with intimate others are thought to shape and expand individu- 
als' self-concepts, particularly in domains, such as developing 
romances, where self-knowledge may be uncertain (e.g., Aron, 
Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991; Aron, Paris, & Aron, 1995; 
Baumeister & Tice, 1986; M.R .  Leary, Tambor, Terdal, & 
Downs, 1995; Schlenker, 1986; Tice, 1992). If this is the case, 
intimates may continue to bask in the glow of  their partners'  
reflected appraisals as time passes--coming to share aspects of  
their partners'  idealized views of  them-- ra ther  than stubbornly 
clinging to less desirable self-images (e.g., Swann et al., 1992 ). 
Such effects might emerge because individuals come to see their 
own attributes through their partners'  (more forgiving) eyes. 
Individuals might even directly contradict their partners' self- 
doubts or criticisms, thereby bolstering their partners'  sense of  
self-worth. Intimates might also encourage their partners to live 
up to their idealized standards simply by treating their partners 
as special, unique individuals (e.g., Snyder &Swann ,  1978; 
Snyder et al., 1977). Accordingly, we predict that intimates can 
actually turn self-perceived frogs into the princes or princesses 
they perceive them to be - - the  reflected appraisal hypothesis. 

A Role  for Real i ty :  Work ing  Mode l s  o f  Self  

Despite the potential for such "self-fulfilling" effects, certain 
realities may penetrate intimates' defenses as dating relation- 
ships progress--precisely because of  the link between models 
of  self and others (Murray et al., 1996). As we discussed, dispo- 
sitional insecurities interfere with intimates seeing their part- 
ners in the most flattering light. That is, individuals with more 
negative models of  self (i.e., lower self-esteem) are less likely to 
idealize their partners and, as a consequence, might be less 
likely to treat them well. For instance, Karney et al. (1994) 
found that married intimates prone to negative affect are also 
more likely to make blaming or accusatory attributions in their 
interactions with their spouses. Similarly, more neurotic mar- 
ried intimates are involved in more dissatisfying and less stable 
relationships (E. L. Kelly & Conley, 1987 ). Such results suggest 
that intimates' continued ability to idealize their partners 
should depend on their own level of  self-esteem bu t - - and  this is 
most cr i t ical--should also be constrained by their partners' 
level of  self-regard. That is, intimates should experience in- 
creasing difficulty idealizing a partner whose words (and per- 
haps deeds) belie such positive regard. In summary, the passage 
of  time should exacerbate the effects of self-esteem, ultimately 
constraining the link between positive illusions and well-being. 

S u m m a r y  o f  Hypo theses  

If  positive illusions only set the stage for disillusionment, ide- 
alizing a partner should forecast later relationship distress and 
dissolution. And more accurately understanding a partner's 
"real" qualities should protect satisfaction and ward off later 
difficulties. But if positive illusions actually have self-fulfilling 
(rather than self-defeating) effects, romances should persist and 

become relatively more satisfying when intimates idealize one 
another the most. We predict that idealization will have such 
self-fulfilling effects because of  its role in buffering intimates 
from the harmful effects of  early doubt and conflict (the buff- 
ering hypothesis), in bolstering later satisfaction and reducing 
later conflicts and ambivalence (the transformation hy- 
pothesis), and in actually turning intimates into the special in- 
dividuals their partners perceive (the reflected appraisal 
hypothesis). Finally, because of  the concurrent link between 
self-esteem and interpersonal generosity, we expect that positive 
models of self will prove critical in sustaining positive illusions 
and well-being over time. 

M e t h o d  

Overview 

To examine how positive illusions shaped developing romances, we 
followed a sample of 121 dating couples over the course of 1 year. At 
Time l, individuals described themselves, their partner, their ideal part- 
ner, and the typical partner on a variety of interpersonal attributes. Each 
individual also completed measures of relationship well-being (e.g., sat- 
isfaction, ambivalence, and conflict). We recontacted these couples 4- 
5 months after the initial session (Time 2) and again I 1-12 months 
after the initial session (Time 3). At each follow-up, we asked respon- 
dents who were still together to complete a shortened version of the 
Time l questionnaire. 

Participants and Procedure 

Initial session. Participants were 121 dating couples who partici- 
pated in a study of "Thoughts and Feelings in Dating Relationships" 
held at the University of Waterloo. Fifty-five of these couples partici- 
pated in the cross-sectional study reported in Murray et al. (1996). 
The majority of couples (N = 118) described themselves as dating their 
partners exclusively. The participants' mean age was 19.5 years, and 
they had been dating 19.0 months on average. 

If both members of the couple were present in the lab, they were 
seated at separate tables and completed the questionnaires indepen- 
dently. If only one member of the couple could attend the lab session, 
their partners were sent questionnaires and letters inviting them to par- 
ticipate in the study. Again, individuals were cautioned to complete the 
questionnaire without discussing their responses with their partners. 
Respondents received either course credit or $6 for participating. 

Follow-ups. At Times 2 and 3, a female research assistant individu- 
ally contacted each of the members of the dating couples by phone. She 
first asked whether the respondent was still dating the same person. If 
the relationship was intact, she asked respondents to complete a short 
questionnaire on their thoughts and feelings about their relationships. 
If respondents agreed, a questionnaire and a stamped and addressed 
return envelope were mailed to them. Upon receipt of the question- 
naire, participants were paid $6 and promised a summary of the re- 
search findings. 

Out of the original sample of 121 couples, 116 couples were re- 
contacted and agreed to participate in at least one of the follow-ups. 
One couple declined the invitation to participate, and 4 couples could 
not be located. Over the year, 43 couples dissolved their relationships 
(approximately 35% of the sample). At Time 2, 92 couples were still 
dating and at least one member of each couple agreed to complete the 
follow-up. Both members of 73 couples returned Time 2 measures. One 
member of 17 couples returned the measures, and 2 couples did not 
return the measures. At Time 3, 73 couples were still dating and at least 
one member of each couple agreed to complete the follow-up. Both 
members of 58 couples returned Time 3 measures. One member of 
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13 couples returned the measures, and 2 couples did not return the 
questionnaires. 

M e a s u r e s  

Both the initial and follow-up questionnaires included measures of 
(a) models of self and other, including measures of self-perceptions and 
perceptions of individuals' own partners, the typical partner, and the 
ideal partner, and (b) relationship well-being (e.g., satisfaction, ambiv- 
alence, and conflict). All questionnaires asked for the respondent's gen- 
der, age, and relationship length. These measures are described below. 
Any differences in questionnaire content across the time periods are 
also described. 

InterpersonalQualities Scale. In developing this measure of self and 
other models, we selected positive and negative attributes from the in- 
terpersonal circle (e.g., T. Leary, 1957; Wiggins, 1979), a model based 
on the primary dimensions of warmth-hostility and dominance-sub- 
missiveness. Example attributes included "kind and affectionate," 
"open and disclosing," "responsive to my needs," "tolerant and accept- 
ing," "understanding;' "patient," "critical and judgmental," "control- 
ling and dominant;" "thoughtless,' "distant and complaining" and "ir- 
rational." We also selected a number of attributes often considered to 
represent commodities in the social-exchange process (e.g., Rubin, 
1973), such as "sociable," "self-assured," "intelligent," "witty;' and 
"lazy." In computing the trait-perceptions index, negative traits were 
reverse-scored, such that higher scores represented more favorable 
perceptions. 

To provide baselines for assessing positive illusions, we asked partici- 
pants to describe themselves, their own partners, the ideal partner, and 
the typical partner on this attribute measure (see Murray et al., 1996, 
for further details). Participants rated how well each of the traits de- 
scribed the target (e.g., self, partner, typical, ideal) on a 9-point scale ( 1 
= not at all characteristic, 9 = completely characteristic). The order of 
the attribute ratings for the different targets was partially counterbal- 
anced across participants. We analyzed this scale in two ways, examin- 
ing both individuals' total scores (a nomothetic approach) as well as 
their personality profiles (an idiographic approach). 

Self-esteem. At Time 1, participants also completed Rosenberg's 
( 1965 ) 10-item Self-Esteem Scale to provide a measure of their global 
self-evaluations (e.g., "I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an 
equal basis with others"). Participants responded to such items on a 4- 
point scale ( 1 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree). 

Attachment style. At Times ! and 3, participants completed Bar- 
tholomew and Horowitz's (1991) Attachment Styles Questionnaire. 
This scale consists of four paragraphs, each describing a prototypic at- 
tachment pattern (fearful, preoccupied, secure, and dismissing). Par- 
ticipants rated how well each prototype described them on 7-point 
scales; this allowed us to create indices of the positivity of models of self 
("secure" and "dismissing" ratings minus "fearful" and "preoccupied" 
ratings) and models of other ("secure" and "preoccupied" ratings mi- 
nus "dismissing" and "fearful" ratings; see Griffin & Bartholomew, 
1994). 

Satisfaction. The 4-item satisfaction scale indexed participants' 
global evaluation of their relationships (e.g., "'I am extremely happy 
with my relationship; I have a very strong relationship with my 
partner"). Participants responded to these (and all following) items on 
9-point scales ( 1 = not at all true, 9 = completely true). 

Ambivalence. The 4-item ambivalence scale (adapted from Braiker 
& Kelley, 1979) captured individuals' experience of conflicted or con- 
fused feelings about their relationships (e.g., "I feel somewhat confused 
about my feelings toward my partner"). 

Conflict-negativity. The 5-item conflict scale (adapted from Braiker 
& Kelley, 1979) indexed the frequency of overt behavioral conflict and 
direct communications of negative affect (e.g., "Our arguments often 
involve quite serious problems or issues"). 

Destructive conflict styles. This 23-item scale indexed chronic ten- 

dencies to deal with problems through (a) avoidance (e.g., "My partner 
sometimes avoids discussing problems in our relationship because he/ 
she is afraid of hurting me"), (b) reciprocal cycles of criticism and 
blame (e.g., "IfI  criticize my partner, my partner tends to criticize me 
in return"), and (c) constructive engagement (reverse-scored; e.g., 
"When I act in an angry or hurtful way, my partner tries to find out 
what is bothering me rather than acting angry and hurt too"). Higher 
scores indicated more destructive conflict styles. A 9-item version of this 
scale was used in the follow-ups. 

Trait ambivalence. This 8-item scale (administered at Time 3) in- 
dexed individuals' experience of conflicted feelings about the actual 
merit of their partners' attributes (e.g., "kind and affectionate," "toler- 
ant and accepting"). Individuals rated each attribute on two dimen- 
sions, first rating how "beneficial" the attribute was and second rating 
how "harmful" it was. Ambivalence was computed according to the 
following formula developed by Thompson, Zanna, and Griffin ( 1995 ): 

Ambivalence = (beneficial + harmful)/ 

2 - absolute value (beneficial - harmful). 

Resu l t s  

To explore the self-fulfilling (or self-defeating) effects o f  ide- 
alization and understanding, we centered our  analyses in two 
main areas. We first examined the concurrent  link between pos- 
itive illusions, understanding, and well-being, replicating and 
extending our previous work (Murray  et al., 1996). We then 
conducted a series o f  longitudinal analyses. The first set ex- 
plored the link between positive illusions and dissolution (the 
buffering hypothesis). The second set examined changes in 
well-being as a function o f  idealization (the t ransformation 
hypothesis). The third set examined whether intimates can ere- 
ate the partners they desire by idealizing them (the reflected 
appraisal hypothesis). And  the final set examined the possibly 
self-corrective nature o f  idealization,  that  is, how individuals 
adjust their working models o f  actual and ideal partners to real- 
ity as t ime passes. 

Table 1 presents the reliabilities, means, and standard devia- 
tions for each variable for men and women at each t ime period. 
Individuals'  mean ratings o f  themselves and their partners on 
the Interpersonal Qualities Scale indexed the overall positivity 
of  partners '  realities and actors'  impressions, respectively. In 
comput ing this trait-perceptions index, we reverse-scored nega- 
tive traits, such that higher scores represented more favorable 
perceptions. 

A n a l y t i c  Strategy."  I n d e x i n g '  ' I l l u s i o n "  a n d '  ' R e a l i t y "  

Structural equation modeling with a max imum likelihood 
program such as LISREL, EQS, or  CALIS allows the simulta- 
neous estimation o f  path coefficients in a number  o f  different 
equations. We first defined the male 's  perception o f  the female 
as part reality, part projection, and part  unexplained variance 
or error. Similarly, we defined the female's  perception o f  the 
male as part  reality, part  projection, and part  unexplained vari- 
ance or error. This model  of  actors'  perceptions is represented 
by the following set o f  equations: 

Male 's  Perception of  Female =/~l Female Self 

+/~2 Male Self +/~3 Male 's  Ideal + Error  1 

Female 's  Perception o f  Male = ~4 Male Self 

+ f15 Female Self + fl6 Female 's  Ideal + Error  2. 
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Table 1 
Reliabili t ies,  Means,  and  S tandard  Deviat ions o f  Each Variable at T imes  1, 2, and  3 

Time 1 

Men Women 

Time 2 

Men Women 

Me~u~ ~ M SD M SD a M SD M SD 

Time 3 

Men Women 

a M SD M SD 

Self-perceptions .75 6.46 0.72 6.84 0.66 .78 6.53 0.75 6.86 0.77 .79 6.53 0.83 6.78 0.68 
Perception of partner .83 6,80 0.85 7 .11  0.83 .85 6 . 8 3  0.85 7.24 0.88 .85 6.84 0.90 7 .06  0.90 
Perception of the ideal partner .74 7.44 0.52 7 . 7 7  0.49 .76 7.50 0.59 7.80 0.47 .74 7.5 ! 0.62 7 .78  0.52 
Perception of the typical partner .88 5.92 0.89 5 . 9 8  0 . 8 1  . . . . .  .87 6.10 0 .91  6.04 0.84 
Self-esteem .86 3.38 0 .41  3 . 2 5  0.47 . . . . . . . . . .  
Satisfaction .87 7.75 1.28 8.01 1.13 .92 7.85 1.27 8.10 1.15 .93 7.75 1.20 7.88 1.65 
Ambivalence .84 2.62 1.76 2.02 1.54 .90 2.51 1.80 1.75 1.15 .91 2.25 1.56 2.00 1.84 
Conflict-negativity .72 2.84 1.35 2.90 1.47 .77 2.90 1.47 2.99 1.46 .78 2.93 1.14 2.92 1.52 
Constructive--destructive style .91 3.48 1.13 3.44 1.31 .86 3 . 8 2  1 . 4 1  3.71 1.47 .85 3.88 1.34 3.64 1.42 

The "reality" paths (e.g., /3j ) tap actors' understanding of 
their partners'  qualities (i.e., what they see in their partners that 
their partners also see in themselves). Misunderstandings or il- 
lusions refer to actors' idiosyncratic perceptions (i.e., what they 
see in their partners that their partners do not see in 
themselves). This residualized measure of  illusion is obtained 
by partialing the effects of  the partner's reality out of  the actor's 
perceptions (i.e., by controlling for the actor's understanding of 
the partner 's self-image). The "projection" paths (e.g., B2, ~3) 
index whether actors' self-images or ideals shape the nature of 
these illusions or motivated misunderstandings. 

Building on these equations, Figure 1 presents our basic 
model of  positive illusions in romantic relationships (see Mur- 
ray et al., 1996). The double-arrowed line connecting men's 
and women's self-views taps similarity between partners'  self- 
perceptions. Paths a through e index the links between models 
of  self and models of  others. Nonprimed paths (e.g., a) lead to 
women's criterion variables, whereas primed paths (e.g., a ' )  

lead to men's criterion variables. Paths a and a '  tap whether 
intimates' ideals reflect their own self-images. Paths h and b'  tap 
whether ideals are also attuned to the "reality" of their partners' 
self-perceptions. Paths e and e' represent "social reality" or con- 
vergence effects, tapping the link between people's representa- 
tions of  their Partners and their partners' self-perceptions. Paths 
c and e' index projection, assessing whether individuals see 
themselves in their partners. And finally, paths d and d' index 
intimates' tendency to see partners through the filters provided 
by their ideals or essentially to see them, not as they are, but as 
they wish to see them. 

Paths f through j index the links between models of self and 
other and relationship well-being. Paths i and i' index social re- 
ality effects, linking partners' actual attributes to actors' satis- 
faction. Paths f and f '  index the direct links between actors' 
self-images and satisfaction. The ideal paths g and g' index the 
direct effects of  ideals on satisfaction. The projected illusions 
paths h and h' index the extent to which idealizing a partner 

Female 
Self 

Male 
Self 

Vc 
a ~__1 F]~affs d~,._l Femp~e~n h Female's 

[ Partner ] of Male J . Well-being 

[ ~ ~ a l e ' s  ] h ' L [  Male's 
of Female "- Well-being 

Figure 1. Positive illusions and well-being. 
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predicts actors' satisfaction. The reflected illusions paths j and 
j '  index the effects of being idealized on partners' satisfaction. 
Estimates for the residual correlations between pairs of men's 
and women's variables (e.g., ideals) were also included in the 
estimation of this model and all future models, although for 
simplicity, they are not included in the figure. 2 

Each path in this model represents a partial or unique effect. 
For example, path c represents one possible source of the wom- 
an's construction or illusion--how much she tends to see herself 
in her partner, with the reality of his actual or self-perceived 
attributes (path e) held constant. Path i represents the direct 
effect of the man's "reality" on the woman's satisfaction, con- 
trolling for any degree of reality matching (path e). That is, do 
the qualities that men see in themselves--but women fail to see 
in them--relate to women's satisfaction? The direct ideal path 
g taps whether the qualities that women desire--but fail to see 
in their partners--predict their satisfaction. And the projected 
illusions paths h and h'  index whether actors' illusions or mis- 
understandings predict their satisfaction, controlling for their 
actual understanding of their "real" partners (paths e and e'). 

To test this (and all subsequent) models, we used the struc- 
tural equation modeling program within the CALIS (Covar- 
iance Analysis of Linear Structural Equations) procedure of 
SAS. Because of its ability to test the fit of competing models, 
structural equation modeling allows us to test for gender differ- 
ences in our path models by constraining certain paths to be 
equal (Kenny, 1996 ). For example, we could test whether men 
and women are equally attuned to the reality of their partners' 
attributes. We would do this simply by comparing the fit of a 
model that estimates common "reality" coefficients for men 
and women (equality constraints placed on paths e and e') to 
the fit of a model that estimates separate "reality" coefficients 
(paths e and e' free to vary). If men and women did differ in 
their accuracy or understanding, the goodness of fit for the 
model estimating separate reality coefficients would be signifi- 
cantly better (i.e., a smaller chi-square) than the goodness of fit 
for the model estimating common reality coefficients (a 1-df 
test). 

As a general analytic strategy, we first fit models estimating 
separate path coefficients for men and women. For example, we 
allowed the projection and reality paths predicting men's and 
women's impressions to differ. In most cases, the size of the 
paths was similar for both genders. So we then fit models esti- 
mating pooled (i.e., common) path coefficients for men and 
women (i.e., we placed equality constraints on corresponding 
men's and women's paths). In reporting our results, we present 
the pooled estimates for the path coefficients, unless the pre- 
viously mentioned model test revealed significant gender 
differences. When men and women differ, we present separate 
estimates for the paths. We present separate path coefficients for 
men and women only when the reduction in chi-square is at 
least marginally significant (p < .  10). In such cases, we present 
the difference in chi-square when we note the gender difference 
in the text. 3'4 

A Concurrent Look: Idealization, Understanding, and 

Well-Being 

Table 2 presents pooled, standardized path coefficients for the 
positive illusions model at each time period. To facilitate read- 

ing the tables, we placed the labels for each path in bold in the 
leftmost column of the table. First, the similarity between part- 
ners' self-images was minimal, r( l 19) = .  1 I. Models of the ideal 
partner were strongly tied to intimates' self-perceptions: The 
better, or more positively, individuals felt about themselves, the 
higher their hopes for the ideal partner, as the significant pooled 
self-projection paths a and a'  indicate. The partner's actual 
qualities also played a (limited) role in shaping these standards: 
Intimates set higher standards when partners had higher self- 
regard, as the significant pooled reality paths b and b'  illustrate. 

At Time l, intimates' impressions of their partners reflected 
a mixture of reality and illusion, and this continued to be true 
as time passed. Impressions partly mirrored the partner's actual 
attributes, as the significant social reality paths e and e' illus- 
trate. But importantly, the projection of self-images and images 
of the ideal partner predicted the nature of actors' illusions, as 
the significant self and ideal projection paths (c and c' and d and 
d') illustrate. Intimates with higher self-regard and rosier, more 
rigorous ideals held more idealized impressions of their part- 

2 As in our previous study (Murray et al., 1996), we constrained the 
crossover paths from women's ideals to men's perceptions and well-be- 
ing to be zero and vice versa, because these paths were of little practical 
or theoretical importance. Doing so did not weaken the fit of any of the 
models. 

3 In all cases, the chi-square for the fit of the models with our imposed 
constraints did not significantly differ from the chi-square for the fit of 
models free of these constraints. 

4 At this point, the reader might be entertaining some questions about 
our use of SEM over ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. SEM 
conveys several important advantages over the use of OLS regression, 
especially in the analysis of nonindependent or couple data (Kenny, 
1996). SEM's first advantage is its full information approach. SEM 
allows us to provide simultaneous tests of sets of hypotheses, whereas 
OLS regression tests hypotheses in isolation. SEM also allows us to 
combine the information from both members of each couple and test 
whether pooling across gender is statistically appropriate. In the absence 
of sex differences, SEAl provides both more efficient and statistically 
more powerful tests of the parameters relative to OLS regression. SEM 
also allows us to apply other constraints to a model (e.g., constraining 
the ideal crossover paths to zero) and test whether these constraints are 
reasonable (using chi-square tests). SEM does have potential limita- 
tions. First, constructing structural models necessitates specifying 
causal links among the variables in the model, as Figure 1 illustrates. 
However, these causal paths are only hypothetical (despite the illusion 
of causality that drawing arrows creates). Models with different causal 
structures would fit the data just as well. The cross-sectional data can 
only index the magnitude of the hypothesized paths, not the causal im- 
plications. Only the longitudinal data can offer limited insight into the 
ultimate truth of these causal pathways. Low sample sizes can also limit 
the use of SEM, Against some apparent standards our sample size could 
be considered somewhat low (although our original sample of 121 is 
one of the largest in the literature). With lower Ns, the power of the chi- 
square tests is reasonably low, although the goodness-of-fit statistics are 
less affected by sample size (e.g., Bentler, 1990). For this reason, we 
treat gender differences as reliable if the difference in chi-square between 
nested models is marginally significant (p < .  10). More generally, it is 
important to realize that fit statistics do not indicate whether a given 
model is correct, only that it is not obviously incorrect. We are not using 
SEMto prove the fit of a model or to determine causality. SEMis only 
a tool that can estimate parameters of a specified causal model, but the 
appropriateness of the model is primarily a theoretical, not a statistical, 
question. 
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Table 2 
Positive Illusions and Satisfaction at Times 1, 2, and 3: 
Pooled, Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 

Predicting actor's ideal partner 

b and b': Reflection of partner's self-image .16 l*** 
a and a': Projection of actor's self-image .53 l*** 

.161"* .290** 

.499*** .546*** 

Predicting actor's perceptions of partner 

e and e': Reflection of partner's self-image .193*** .130** .253** 
c and c': Projection of actor's self-image .266*** .249*** .16 !* 
d and d': Projection of actor's ideals .335*** .430*** .429*** 

Predicting actor's satisfaction 

i and i': Partner's self-image - .  176*** -.024 -.053 
f and f': Actor's self-image -.049 -.089 -.032 
g and g': Actor's ideals .020 - .  l 11 -.069 
h and h': Projected illusions .612*** .797"** .617*** 
j and j': Reflected illusions .247*** .154** .189** 

Note. See Figure 1 for paths. Time 1: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .98, Bentler's (1990) comparative fit 
index (CFI) = 1.0, X 2 (14, N = 121) = 8.97, ns. Time 2: GFI = .95, CFI = .99, x 2 (14, N = 73) = 17.32, ns. 
Time 3: GFI = .94, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (14, N = 58) = 14.77, ns. 
*p<.10.  **p<.05.  ***p<.01. 

ners. Conversely, int imates with weaker self-regard and less rig- 
orous ideals were less generous in their (i l lusory) depictions of  
their partners '  attributes. 5 

Most critical, and further replicating our  previous work 
(Murray  et al., 1996 ), int imates were happier in their relation- 
ships when they idealized their partners, as the significant 
pooled projected illusion paths h and h '  illustrate. The more 
positive, or the more idealized, their constructions---controlling 
for their partners '  actual a t t r ibutes- - the  happier actors were in 
their relationships. Being idealized also predicted greater satis- 
faction. That  is, int imates were happier in their relationships 
when their partners looked beyond their actual attributes and 
saw the best in them, as the significant pooled reflected illusion 
paths j and j '  illustrate. None of  the direct effects of ideals 
(paths g and g ' )  were significant, suggesting that falling short of  
a partner 's  ideals need not  detract from satisfaction concur- 
rently. Also, none  of  the direct effects of  actors' self-images on 
their own well-being were significant (paths f and f ' ) .  Only one 
effect for the partner 's  reality (paths i and i ' )  emerged. At Time 
I, actors were less happy when their partners claimed virtues in 
themselves that the actors failed to see in them. 

Warding off difficulties? I f  idealization predicts greater sat- 
isfaction partly because of  its role in warding offdifliculties and 
doubt, int imates should also experience less concurrent  conflict 
and less ambivalence when they idealize their partners and their 
partners idealize them. The results of  these analyses are pre- 
sented in  the Appendix and we simply summarize  them here. 
Idealizing a par tner  (paths h and h ' )  and being idealized (paths 
j and j ' )  consistently predicted less frequent and less destruc- 
tive conflicts and less ambivalence, as the significant projected 
and reflected illusions paths illustrate. It is impor tant  to note 
that idealizing and being idealized cont inued to predict fewer, 
less destructive conflicts and less doubt even when we controlled 
for satisfaction. 

Isolated social reality effects also emerged. Actors reported 
less frequent and less destructive conflicts and less ambivalence 
the more positive their self-perceptions (paths l a n d  f '). Actors 
also reported more ambivalence and more conflict when their 
partners claimed virtues in themselves that actors failed to see 
in them (paths i and i ' ) .  Gl immers  of  evidence suggested that 
unfulfilled ideals may sometimes function as standards. Men 
and women generally reported more destructive conflicts the 
more their partners fell short of  their ideals (paths g and g ') .  

Understanding and well-being: A global test. Although per- 
fectly suited for examining the effects of idiosyncratic (or 
illusory) perceptions, the positive illusions model .presented in 
Figure 1 is imperfectly suited for examining the effects of  shared 
perceptions (e.g., women's  accurate understanding of  men 's  
self-perceptions). To examine the effects of  understanding, we 
employed the strategy used by Swann et al. ( 1992, 1994). We 
obtained pooled estimates for structural models predicting 
men 's  and women's  satisfaction from men 's  and women's  im- 
pressions of  their partners, their own self-images, and the "un-  
derstanding" interaction terms (i.e., men 's  understanding of  

5 As a further testament to the idealized nature of these perceptions, 
a 2 (self vs. partner) by 2 (male vs. female) within-subjects analysis of 
variance revealed that intimates saw their partners in a more positive 
light(on average) than their partners saw themselves. (This main effect 
was significant at each time interval. ) At Time l, for example, partner 
evaluations ( 3 / =  6.96) were more favorable than self-evaluations (M 
= 6.65 ), F( l, 120) = 42.27, p < .00 l, although this effect was strongest 
for women. Dating men's ratings did not exceed their partners' self- 
ratings in their depictions. However, this anomaly disappeared over 
time. At Time 3, dating men saw their partners in a more positive light 
than women saw themselves. As further evidence of idealization or dis- 
tortion, intimates also saw their own partners (M = 6.96) in a more 
favorable light than they saw the typical partner ( M = 5.95 ), F( l, 120) 
= 198.30, p < .00 l, at Time 1 and as time passed. 
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women's self-perceptions and women's understanding of men's 
self-perceptions). These interaction terms allow us to tap the 
effects of understanding a partner as well as the effects of being 
understood by a romantic partner. 6 

As they should, the results for the pooled main effects parallel 
those presented in Table 2. Despite the predictions of self-veri- 
fication theory, being understood by an intimate partner did not 
predict satisfaction at any of the time periods, ts < 1. Nor did 
understanding a partner predict intimates' own satisfaction at 
Times 1 or 2, ts < 1. At Time 3, however, women were least 
happy when they more accurately understood their partners' 
self-doubts (coefficient = - .  183, p < .05 ), although the same 
was not true for men. The difference in chi-square for the 
models estimating separate and pooled understanding coeffi- 
cients was marginally significant, × 2 ( 1, N = 58 ) = 3.6 l, p < .  10. 
Thus, despite the passage of time, intimates were consistently 
happier when they idealized one another, not when they were 
more accurately understood. 

Trait-specific understandings. The preceding analyses de- 
rive indices of understanding and misunderstanding from the 
mean positivity of perceptions. Even though these analyses sug- 
gest that understanding a partner's global self-regard has little 
bearing on happiness, understanding a partner's particular self- 
schema or personality profile could still predict well-being (e.g., 
Kobak & Hazan, 1991 ). This reflects the fact that such within- 
couple correlations provide idiographic measures of agreement 
that are independent of overall positivity but capture whether 
intimates agree in terms of their relative ratings of specific traits 
(i.e., their personality profiles). In these terms, Bill might be 
happier if he sees himself as more warm than critical and Hil- 
lary shares this perception, regardless of how positively or neg- 
atively Hillary sees Bill. 

We computed such a set of trait-specific understanding cor- 
relations by computing the intracouple correlation between the 
actor's ratings of the partner on each trait and the partner's self- 
ratings on each trait. At Time l, the correlations tapping wom- 
en's understanding of men's self-perceptions on the Interper- 
sonal Qualities Scale ranged from - .47  to .89 (M = .34; SD 
= .26), and the correlations tapping men's understanding of 
women's self-perceptions ranged from - .  15 to .81 (M = .40; SD 
= .24). Parallel ranges and means emerged at Times 2 and 3. At 
Time l, men's understanding of women did not predict their 
own, r(119) = .15, or their partners' r(119) = .10, happiness. 
Identical results emerged for women's understanding of men: 
r(119) = .08 and r(119) = .04, respectively. 7 

At Time 2, however, women and men were happier the greater 
the woman's understanding of the man's self-image, r(71 ) = 
.25, p < .05 and r(71 ) = .29, p < .05. Also, women were happier 
the more their partners understood them, r(71 ) = .23, p < .05, 
although understanding their partners' self-images did not 
make men any happier, r(71 ) = .12. At Time 3, women and 
men were still happier the more the woman understood the 
man's self-schema, r(56) = .32, p < .05 and r(56) = .35, p < 
.05, although men's understanding did not make men or women 
any happier, r(56) = .04 and r(56) = - .  1 l, respectively. The 
fact that these correlations were not apparent at Time I for only 
those couples still together at Times 2 and 3 at least suggests that 
understanding a partner's actual self-schemas becomes more 
important for satisfaction as time passes. 

Trait-specific idealization. We used a similar approach to 

examine the effects of trait-specific illusions or hope-driven mis- 
understandings. To do this, we first calculated two idealization 
correlations per couple--the man's ideal for each trait with his 
perception of his partner on that trait, and the woman's ideal 
for each trait with her perception of her partner on each trait. 
These correlations tap the degree to which ideals structure inti- 
mates' perceptions of the relative descriptiveness of their part- 
ners' traits, although they are independent of the positivity of 
these ratings. These correlations ranged from - .  12 to .95 (M = 
.56; SD = .25) for women and from - . 50  to .96 (M = .44; SD 
= .32) for men. Parallel ranges and means emerged at Times 2 
and 3. We then correlated these idealization indices with satis- 
faction, after partialing out the trait-specific understanding cor- 
relation between the actor's perception of the partner and the 
partner's self-perception. The resulting correlations represent 
the pure illusions correlation: that between ideals and percep- 
tions with the actor's actual understanding of the partner's real- 
ity held constant. 

Men and women were consistently happier the greater the 
convergence between their ideal prototypes and constructions 
of their partners. Initially, these projected illusions correlations 
were as follows: r(119) = .42, p < .001 for men and r(119) = 
.38, p < .001 for women. At Time 2, they were r(71 ) = .36, p < 
.01 for men and r(71 ) = .32, p < .01 for women, and at Time 3 
they were r(56) = .45, p < .01 for men and r( 56 ) = .44, p < .01 
for women. Also, individuals (particularly women) were consis- 
tently happier the more their partners idealized their status on 
specific attributes. These reflected illusions correlations were as 
follows: at Time 1, r(119) = .22, p < .05 for men and r(119) = 
.24, p < .05 for women; at Time 2, r(71 ) = .  12, ns for men and 
r(71 ) = .20, p < .09 for women; and at Time 3, r(56) = .19, 
ns for men and r(56) = .21, p < .10 for women. In summary, 
idealizing a partner and being idealized--on a trait-specific ba- 
s is-predicted greater satisfaction, just as idealizing a partner 
on a global basis enhanced well-being. 

Accommodations to Reality? A S u m m a ry  

Even as these relationships progressed, intimates' impres- 
sions of their partners were still largely constructions, reflecting 
the projection of self-images and ideals. And idealizing a part- 

6 To understand the meaning of the cross-product term, imagine that 
we have first centered the two independent variables, partner self-ratings 
and actor's perceptions, by subtracting the relevant mean from each 
observation. Now the meaning of the cross-product terms is clear. If 
both perceptions are positive (above the relevant mean), the actor un- 
derstands the partner, yielding a positive cross product. Similarly, if both 
perceptions are negative (below the relevant mean), the actor also un- 
derstands the partner, again yielding a positive cross product. However, 
if one perception is positive and the other is negative, then a misun- 
derstanding occurs, yielding a negative cross product. Self-verification 
implies that understanding will lead to satisfaction and misunderstand- 
ings to dissatisfaction. Therefore, if self-verification relates to satisfac- 
tion in this manner, we should find a significant positive coefficient for 
the cross-product term. Of course, the crucial difference between this 
theory and the present model is in the case where an actor understands 
(i.e., agrees with) a partner's negative self-perceptions. 

7 We transformed the reported intracouple correlations using Fisher's 
recommended procedure and then correlated these indices with satis- 
faction. Transforming the correlations did not change any of the results. 
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Figure 2. Positive illusions and stability. Goodness-of-fit index = .99, comparative fit index = 1.0, × 2( 10, 
N = l l5)  = 5.35, ns. *p< .05. 

ner and being idealized predicted greater satisfaction, fewer con- 
flicts, and less serious doubts. However, intimates did also re- 
spond to sterner realities. For instance, perceptions that a part- 
ner fell short of  an individual's ideals predicted more 
destructive conflict styles. Women were also happier the better 
they understood their partners'  qualities at a trait-specific level 
for the first t ime at 4 months and again at 12 months. At both 
time points, men were happier the better women understood 
their self-schemas. However, women were least happy at Time 3 
when they actually understood the global (and fallible) nature 
of  their partners'  self-regard. 

The Dissolution o f  Dating Relationships 

The results thus far suggest that intimates remain surpris- 
ingly immune to "reality" as t ime passes. Do such idealized, 
perhaps myopic, perceptions also ward off dissolution, as we 
hypothesized, perhaps by buffering intimates against the harm- 
ful effects of  doubt and conflict? Or does idealization leave inti- 
mates vulnerable to breakup, even though it provides a (self- 
deceptive) sense of  security in the present? Does more accu- 
rately understanding a partner's qualities, then, ultimately 
prove critical for establishing lasting security and stability? 

Figure 2 presents the model linking initial idealization to re- 
lationship stability at the year's end ( 1 = together; 0 = apart). 
Paths a and a '  index social reality effects, tapping whether inti- 
mates' actual attributes had any bearing on relationship stabil- 
ity. Paths b and b'  index the direct effects of  individuals' ideals in 
predicting stability. Positive illusion paths c and c' tap whether 
positive illusions predict stability. Again, estimates for the re- 
sidual correlations between pairs of  men's and women's vari- 
ables (e.g., ideals) were also included in the estimation of  the 
model, although they are not in the figure. Each path in this 
model reflects a partial or unique effect. For example, paths b 
and b'  tap the effects of  unfulfilled ideals on stabil i ty-- that  is, 
whether the qualities intimates desire but fail to see in their 
partners predict dissolution. 

Figure 2 also contains the pooled, standardized path coeffi- 

cients testing the long-term repercussions of idealization. All 
paths (labeled and unlabeled) were included in the estimation 
of  the model, We report only the path coefficients predicting 
stability because the remaining (unlabeled) coefficients parallel 
those presented in Table 3. s As Figure 2 illustrates, individuals' 
"real" or self-perceived qualities (paths a and a ' )  did not predict 
stability. Also, falling short of  a partner's ideals (paths b and b ')  
did not predict stability. However, the pooled positive illusions 
paths c and c' were significant and positive, suggesting that ide- 
alization can have self-fulfilling rather than self-defeating 
effects. As we hypothesized, relationships were more likely to 
persist the more intimates idealized one another. These effects 
are also mirrored in the mean comparisons of stayers' and leav- 
ers' perceptions in Table 3. 

A mediation model? Our original model suggests that satis- 
faction should mediate the link between positive illusions and 
stability. That is, idealization might promote stability by virtue 
of  its beneficial effects on satisfaction (see Figure 1 ). If  this is the 
case, satisfaction (the more inclusive variable) should predict 
stability above and beyond the influence of  illusions. And sec- 
ond, the relation between illusions and stability should ap- 
proach zero when satisfaction is included in the model if  satis- 
faction completely mediates the illusions-stability relation. 

An analysis of  this expanded model indeed indicated that 
feelings of satisfaction completely mediated the link between 
positive illusions and stability. The more satisfied intimates 
were initially, the less likely they were to break up. And once 
satisfaction was controlled, the pooled positive illusions paths 
were no longer significant. With these results in hand, a cynic 
might conclude that idealization has little unique predictive 
ability, but further analyses will reveal that positive illusions do 

s We follow this same strategy (i.e., presenting only the coefficients 
for the "new" paths) in subsequent models. Despite the reduction in N 
in the longitudinal analyses, the evidence for the basic components of 
the positive illusions model (see Table 3 and the Appendix) remains 
strong. 
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Table 3 
Time 1 Perceptions and Feelings for Intimates Involved in 
Stable Versus Unstable Relationships 

Stayers Leavers 
Variable (N = 58) (N = 43) t 

Female self 6.83 6.77 ns 
Male self 6.53 6.40 ns 
Female's ideal partner 7.83 7.72 ns 
Male's ideal partner 7.50 7.36 ns 
Female's typical partner 6.02 5.91 ns 
Male's typical partner 6.03 5.69 2.01 ** 
Female's view of partner 7.25 6.85 2.30** 
Male's view of partner 6.94 6.60 1.90* 
Female satisfaction 8.32 7.48 3.59*** 
Male satisfaction 8.13 7.21 3.45*** 
Female conflict 2.67 3.33 -2.31"* 
Male conflict 2.67 3.22 -2.00** 
Female ambivalence 1.76 2.65 -2.66*** 
Male ambivalence 2.14 3.17 -2.79*** 
Female destructive style 3.31 3.76 - 1.78" 
Male destructive style 3.32 3.79 -2.08** 

*p<. lO.  **p<.05. ***p<.Ol. 

have self-fulfilling effects on breakups (and later well-being) 
that are not already encompassed by satisfaction. 

Buffering doubts or accentuating concerns? Certain sterner 
realities did catch up with intimates over time. Individuals in 
unstable relationships reported more conflicts, destructive con- 
flict styles, and ambivalence at Time 1 than did individuals in 
stable relationships (see Table 3 ). We had predicted that ideal- 
izing a partner would ward off dissolution partly because it 
would lessen (rather than accentuate) the harmful effects of 
such conflicts and doubts. 

To explore this buffering hypothesis, we obtained pooled es- 
timates for a structural model predicting stability from men's 
and women's positive illusions, initial reports of  negativity, and 
the cross-product interaction terms. 9 If  idealization moderates 
or buffers the deleterious effects of  negativity, we should find a 
significant interaction (i.e., the slope of the line predicting 
breakup from negativity will differ when men's or women's per- 
ceptions are more or less idealized). 

Table 4 presents the pooled, standardized coefficients testing 
the buffering hypothesis for men and women. The significant 
main effects of  negativity illustrate that more serious initial 
doubts, as indexed by greater reports of  conflicts, destructive- 

Table 4 

Positive Illusions, Negativity, Buffering, and Stability: 
Standardized Path Coefficients 

Term Stability 

Men's and women's positive illusions .040 
Men's and women's reports of negativity - .  142"** 
Men's buffering interaction term .205** 
Women's buffering interaction term .018 

Note. Goodness-of-fit index = .99, comparative fit index = 1.0, x 2 (3, 
N =  115) = 0.33, ns. 
**p<.05. ***p<.O1. 
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The buffering effect of men's illusions in predicting stability. 

ness, and ambivalence, did predict more frequent breakups. 
However, the relation between negativity and dissolution 
differed depending on the strength of  men's, but not women's, 
illusions, as the significant buffering interaction term for men 
illustrates. The difference in chi-square for the models estimat- 
ing separate and pooled buffering coefficients was marginally 
significant, x2( l,  N = 115) = 2.78,p < .10. 

To illustrate how idealization attenuated the harmful effects 
of  negativity, we computed regression equations predicting sta- 
bility from negativity for men with low, average, and high illu- 
sions. Low and high illusions were defined as one standard de- 
viation below and above the mean, respectively. Figure 3 depicts 
the resulting slopes. Frequent and destructive conflicts and am- 
bivalence predicted more frequent breakups for men low on il- 
lusions, but this relation was attenuated when men possessed 
moderately strong illusions, and it actually disappeared when 
men idealized their partners the most. As we hypothesized, ide- 
alization appeared to fulfill a buffering or compensatory func- 
tion in these relationships. Couples stayed together--even in the 
face of  reasons to doub t - - i f  men's illusions were sufficiently 
strong. And it is critical that idealization buffered the impact of 
negativity for men even when we controlled for their Time 1 
satisfaction. Such interpersonal generosity seems to function as 
a compensatory force in developing relationships, extending a 
protective influence that is not shared by more amorphous feel- 
ings of satisfaction. 

Mutual understanding and stability The results of tbe path 
models suggest that directional misunderstandings--in the 
form of positive i l lusions--predicted greater stability. To exam- 
ine the link between understanding and stability, we obtained 
pooled estimates for models predicting stability from men's and 
women's images of  their partners, their self-images, and the un- 
derstanding interaction terms. The results for the pooled main 
effects parallel those presented in Figure 1. Understanding a 
partner (i.e., self-verification) did not predict longevity, t < 1. 

9 The positive illusions term was the actor's perception of the partner 
(Time 1 ), residualized on the partner's self-perceptions. The negativity 
composite was based on an equal weighting of conflict, destructiveness, 
and ambivalence scores (Time 1 ). We centered all variables (using z 
scores) to minimize collinearity. 
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Romances were simply more likely to persist the more intimates 
idealized one another initially. 

Trait-specific(mis)understandingsandstability. A self-ver- 
ification perspective might also suggest that relationships are 
more likely to last if, for example, Hillary sees herself as more 
responsive than critical and Bill shares this perception, than if 
Bill has little understanding of  Hillary's self-schema. To exam- 
ine this question, we conducted a regression analysis predicting 
stability from the within-couple understanding correlations. 
Neither women's understanding of  men, fl = .057, nor men's 
understanding of  women,/~ = .088, predicted breakup. How- 
ever, a regression analysis predicting stability from the within- 
couple illusion correlations revealed that such trait-specific 
misunderstandings warded off dissolution, as we predicted, R 2 
= .  10, F(2 ,  112) = 6.29,p < .01. Relationships were more likely 
to persist the greater the convergence between intimates' ideal 
prototypes and their impressions of  their partners when their 
understanding of  their partners'  actual self-ratings was held con- 
stant:/~ = .284, t(112) = 3.17,p < .01 for men; B = .152, t(112) 
= 1.70, p < .  10 for women. Further, men's trait-specific illusions 
predicted greater stability, even when we controlled for their 
Time 1 satisfaction. 

Fulfilling hopes: A summary. Rather than leaving intimates 
vulnerable to disappointment and, eventually, breakup, ideal- 
ization actually appeared to play a self-fulfilling function in 
these developing relationships. As we hypothesized, relation- 
ships were more likely to persist the more intimates idealized 
one another - -a t  both global and trait-specific levels. Idealiza- 
tion even buffered or insulated couples from the deleterious 
effects of  conflicts and ambivalence. Relationships were more 
likely to persist--even in the face of  negativity--when men ide- 
alized women the most. When men were less generous in their 
perceptions, however, relationships tended to dissolve in the 
face of negativity. Finally, more accurately understanding a 
partner's "real" qualities did not have any self-fulfilling (or self- 
defeating) effects on stability. 

Self-Fulfilling or Self-Defeating Prophecies? Changes in 
Well-Being 

Even for intimates who stayed together, the glow of  the ro- 
mantic experience began to dim somewhat as the year passed. 
A series of  within-couple analyses of  variance in which gender 
and time were the repeated measures revealed that satisfaction 
did decrease significantly over time (Time 1 = 8.30, Time 2 = 
8.15, Time 3 --- 7.89), F (2 ,  104) = 4.53, p < .01, and that con- 
flicts became more frequent (Time 1 = 2.61, Time 2 = 2.79, 
Time 3 = 2.91 ), F (2 ,  104) = 2.92, p < .06. Idealizing a partner 
could have set intimates up for these disappointments, but we 
predicted that intimates who idealized one another the most 
would actually he least vulnerable to this malaise. That is, posi- 
tive illusions might actually act as a transformational force, pro- 
moting later satisfaction, decreasing conflicts, and warding off 
doubts (i.e., the transformation hypothesis). 

Figure 4 presents the generic model we used to explore 
changes in relationship well-being, as reflected in reports of  sat- 
isfaction, conflict frequency, and destructiveness. Changes in 
well-being are residualized effects (e.g., variance in Time 2 sat- 
isfaction that is not due to Time l satisfaction). Paths d and d' 
index stability in satisfaction (or conflict, etc.) as time passes. 

Paths e and e' represent social reality effects, tapping whether 
the "reality" of a partner's attributes catches up with individu- 
als over time, predicting changes in well-being. Paths a and a '  
tap the link between actors' self-perceptions and later feelings. 
The ideal paths b and b'  tap how unfulfilled ideals--hoping for 
more in a partner than one sees--relates to later well-being. The 
projected illusion paths c and c' index whether idealizing a part- 
ner makes intimates more or less happy as relationships de- 
velop. Finally, the reflected illusion paths f and f '  index the 
long-term benefits (or costs) of  being idealized. 

Changes in satisfaction. Did idealizing a partner actually 
slow the decline in satisfaction, as we expected? Table 5 presents 
the pooled standardized path coefficients for the models linking 
the components of  the positive illusions model to changes in 
satisfaction. ,0 Consistent with our emphasis on the self-fulfilling 
nature of idealization, women who idealized their partners 
more at Time 1 were relatively happier in their relationships at 
year's end (Time 3), as the significant projected illusions effect 
(path c) illustrates. But idealizing a partner did not predict 
changes in men's satisfaction (path c ') ,  x 2( 1, N = 58) = 3.17, 
p < .  10. And being idealized (the reflected illusion paths f and 
f ') did not predict changes in satisfaction for men or women. 

As we expected, certain social reality effects also emerged. 
Over the first 4 months, the reality of  a partner's attributes crept 
up on these couples, as evidenced by the marginally significant 
pooled partner reality paths e and e'. Intimates grew relatively 
happier at Time 2 the more positive their partners' self-images 
were at Time 1. The same effect occurred by Time 3 for wom- 
en's self-regard (path e ') ,  but not for men's (path e),  ×2( l, N = 
58) = 4.9 l, p < .05. A parallel, but marginally significant effect 
also emerged from Time 2 to Time 3, ×2( 1, N = 53) = 2.72, p 
< .  10. In both cases, men's satisfaction grew when their part- 
ners' self-images were relatively rosy and suffered when their 
partners were more self-deprecating. Parenthetically, partner 
reality effects also emerged when we examined changes in am- 
bivalence, as indexed by the Braiker and Kelley (1979) scale. 
When their partners were more self-critical at Time 1, both men 
and women reported growing doubts or uncertainty by Time 3. 
The opposite was true when partners had higher self-esteem. 

Men's own self-images at Time 1 also predicted changes in 
their satisfaction by Time 3, as shown by the significant self- 
projection path for men (path a ' )  but not for women (path a) ,  
×2( 1, N = 58) = 4.29, p < .05. Men with rosier self-images 
reported relatively more satisfaction, whereas men with weaker 
self-images suffered greater declines in happiness. Parallel self- 
projection effects emerged that predicted both men's and wom- 
en's Time 2 satisfaction when we used the Time l Rosenberg 
(1965) measure as the index of self-models. Individuals grew 
relatively happier the higher their self-esteem, whereas individ- 
uals with weaker self-esteem suffered relatively greater declines 
in satisfaction. Overall, each intimate's sense of self-worth be- 
came increasingly important  for satisfaction as time passed, 
even though such realities once had little bearing on happiness. 

Unfulfilled ideals at Time 1--hoping for more in a partner 
than one sees--actually predicted relatively greater satisfaction 

~0 Again, all paths (including the unlabeled paths) were included in 
the estimation of the model. We present only the paths predicting 
changes in satisfaction (or conflict, etc.) because the remaining paths 
mirror those presented in Table 3 and the Appendix. 
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Figure 4. Positive illusions and changes in well-being. 

at T ime  2 for men (path b ' )  but  relatively less satisfaction for 
women (path b),  x2( 1, N = 73) = 9.47, p < .05. For men, even 
unfulfilled ideals appear to act as filters, leading them to per- 
ceive greater reasons for happiness. Women, however, appeared 
to have greater difficulty keeping the reality o f  their partners '  
shortcomings (as compared  with  their ideals) from dampening 
satisfaction as t ime passed. 

Changes in conflict and destructiveness. Because of  the of- 
ten hypothesized role o f  positive illusions in warding off threats  

(e.g., Taylor & Brown, 1988 ), we thought the benefits of  positive 
illusions might  surface even more clearly in signs o f  negativity 
or distress. That  is, idealization might  actually slow the increase 
in conflicts by creating a cl imate o f  tolerance or goodwill  that  
defuses conflicts before they arise. Tables 6 and 7 present the 
pooled path coefficients linking the positive illusions model  to 
later conflicts and destructive conflict styles, respectively. 

The benefits o f  idealizing a partner  were indeed realized in 
less frequent conflicts and less destructive conflict styles as the 

Table 5 
Positive Illusions and Changes in Satisfaction: Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

e: Male partner's self-image 
e': Female partner's self-image 
a: Female actor's self-image 
a': Male actor's self-image 

InifialrealRy paths 

.157" -.122 .043 

.157" .293* .390*** 

.058 .011 - .104 

.058 .011 .234* 

b: Female actor's ideals 
h': Male actor's ideals 
c: Female's projected illusions 
c': Male's projected illusions 
f and f': Reflected illusions 

Initial projection paths 

-.170 -.057 -.023 
.237** -.057 -.026 
.106 .114 .334** 
.106 .114 .090 

-.039 .080 .077 

d: Female's initial reports of satisfaction 
d': Male's initial reports of satisfaction 

Stabilitypaths a 

.217"* .640*** .021 

.217"* .345*** .021 

Note. See Figure 4 for paths. Time 1 to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .94, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = 1.0, x 2 (23, N = 73) = 23.11, ns. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .92, CFI = .99, x 2 (22, N = 53) = 25.49, 
ns. Time 1 to Time 3: GFI = .96, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (21, N = 58) = 13.63, ns. 
a At Time 2 to Time 3, the stability paths d and d' are significantly different, x 2 (1, N = 53) = 10.22, p < .05. 
*p< .10 .  **p<.05.  ***p<.Ol.  
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Table 6 
Positive Illusions and Changes in Conflict: Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

Initial reality paths 

e and e': Partner's self-image - .054 .018 -.088 
a and a': Actor's self-image - .059 -.071 -.085 

Initial projection paths 

b: Female actor's ideals .103 -.025 - .  131 
b': Male actor's ideals -.224"* -.025 - .  131 
c and e': Projected illusions .021 .02 ! - .024 
f and f': Reflected illusions .020 -.238*** - .  185** 

Stability paths 

d and d': Initial reports of conflict .530*** .560*** .289"** 

Note. See Figure 4 for paths. Time 1 to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .93, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = .97, X 2 (23, N = 73) = 30.86, ns. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .91, CFI = .99, x 2 (24, N = 53) = 27.07, 
ns. Time ! to Time 3: GFI = .93, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (24, N = 58) = 21.85, ns. 
** p < .05. *** p < .01. 

year  progressed.  Individuals  repor ted  relatively less f requent  
conflicts a t  T ime  3 when  the i r  pa r tners  idealized t h e m  at  T ime 
1, as shown by the  significant pooled  reflected il lusion pa ths  ( f 
and  f ' ) .  Ident ical  effects o f  be ing  idealized emerged f rom Time 
2 to T ime  3. Conflicts actual ly decl ined when  in t imates  ideal- 
ized one  ano the r  the  mos t  and  increased when  they idealized 
one  ano the r  the  least. Fu r the rmore ,  individuals  repor ted  rela- 
tively less destruct ive conflict  styles at  T ime  3 when  they ideal- 
ized the i r  pa r tners  and  the i r  pa r tne r s  idealized t h e m  a t  T ime  1. 
The  pro jec ted  i l lusion pa ths  (c and  c ' )  were significant and  the  
reflected il lusion pa ths  ( f a n d  f ' )  were marginal .  Identical  ( a n d  
even s t ronger)  effects o f  idealizing and  be ing  idealized on  re- 
por ts  o f  destruct ive conflicts emerged over the 8 m o n t h s  f rom 
Time  2 to T ime  3. 

Most  critical,  this  evidence for the role o f  idealization in min -  
imiz ing conflicts was no t  s imply a resul t  o f  being in a satisfying 
relat ionship.  Both  projected and  reflected illusions con t inued  
to predic t  significant changes in the f requency and  destructive- 
ness o f  conflicts even when  we control led  for b o t h  the actor 's  
and  the pa r tne r ' s  satisfaction. Indeed, ne i ther  actors '  no r  part-  
ners '  ini t ial  feelings o f  satisfaction predic ted changes in thei r  
exper ience of  conflict. These  findings suggest tha t  idealizing a 
pa r tne r  and  being idealized exert  un ique  effects in  developing 
romances ,  a protective influence tha t  is no t  extended by more  
diffuse feelings o f  satisfaction. 

Jus t  as wi th  the  results for satisfaction, cer ta in  reality effects 
also emerged over t ime. In t imates '  real a t t r ibutes  predic ted 
changes in destructive conflicts. As the  significant pa r tne r  real- 

Table 7 
Positive Illusions and Changes in Destructiveness: Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time I to Time 3 

Initial reality paths a 

e: Male partner's self-image - .  168** .153 - .  127 
e': Female partner's self-image - .  168** - .  117 - .  127 
a and a': Actor's self-image -.220"** .083 - .  190** 

Initial projection paths 

h: Female actor's ideals .115* -.002 .297*** 
b': Male actor's ideals .1 ! 5* -.002 -.035 
e and e': Projected illusions .055 -.266"* - .  181"* 
fand  f': Reflected illusions .006 - .  172** - .  125" 

Stability paths 

d and d': Initial reports of destructiveness .548*** .520*** .395*** 

Note. See Figure 4 for paths. Time 1 to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .90, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = .94, X z (24, N = 73) = 44.77, p < .05. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .90, CFI = .98, X 2 (23, N = 53) = 
30.67, ns. Time 1 to Time 3: GFI = .94, CFI = 1.0, X 2 (23, N = 58) = 20.38, ns. 
a At Time 2 to Time 3, the partner reality paths e and e' are significantly different, x 2 (1, N = 53) = 5.49, 
p < .05. 
* p < . l O .  **p< .05 .  ***p<.Ol .  
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ity paths (e and e ' )  illustrate, individuals reported relatively less 
destructive conflicts at Time 2 the more positive their partners' 
self-images were at Time 1. Individuals' own self-images also 
forecast changes in conflict. The more positive actors' self-im- 
ages were at Time 1, the relatively less destructive conflicts they 
reported at Time 3, as the significant paths for actors' attributes 
(a and a ' )  illustrate. Conversely, the less positive actors' self- 
images were at Time 1, the more destructive conflicts they re- 
ported at Time 3. An identical effect emerged from Time 1 to 
Time 2. 

Unfulfilled ideals---a partner's failing to live up to one's 
hopes--again affected men's and women's reports of  conflict 
differently. Paralleling the results for satisfaction, unfulfilled 
ideals at Time 1 predicted relatively more destructive conflicts 
at Time 3 for women (path b),  but not for men ( path b '  ), × 2 ( 1, 
N = 58) = 7.15, p < .05. Women's reports of  destructive con- 
flicts increased relatively more the higher their ideals, and de- 
creased the less exacting their ideals. A similar pattern was evi- 
dent for conflict frequency for women. But for men, high (and 
unmet)  ideals at Time 1 predicted relatively less frequent con- 
flicts at Time 2 (path b ' ) ,  ×2( 1, N =  73) = 7.47,p < .05. 

Warding offdoubts? Apart  from warding off conflicts, see- 
ing a partner in the most tolerant or generous light possible 
might even protect intimates from experiencing renewed 
qualms or doubts about a partner's imperfections. The trait am- 
bivalence measure obtained at Time 3 indexed such conflicted 
feelings about a partner's qualities (e.g., believing that the same 
attributes were both good and bad).  Figure 1 presents the tem- 
plate for the model we used to link initial positive illusions to 
later ambivalence. Simply imagine that the criterion (in the fi- 
nal box) is later ambivalence instead of  concurrent well-being. 
Table 8 presents the pooled path coefficients linking idealiza- 
tion at Times l and 2 to ambivalence or doubt at Time 3. 

As we hypothesized, idealizing a partner and being idealized 
initially predicted relatively less ambivalence or fewer doubts at 
year's end. Both the pooled projected (h and h ')  and reflected ( j 
and j ' )  illusions paths were significant. Identical effects emerged 
from Time 2 to Time 3. In fact, early idealization predicted 
fewer doubts at Time 3 even when we controlled for the actor's 
and the partner's Time I satisfaction. In contrast, social realities 

Table 8 
lnitial Illusions and Later Trait Ambivalence: 
Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

Initial reality paths 

i and i': Partner's self-image .134 
f and f': Actor's self-image .067 

-.038 
-.089 

Initial projection paths 

g and g': Actor's ideals .011 
h and h': Projected illusions -.383*** 
j and j': Reflected illusions - .488"** 

-.007 
-.263*** 
-.321"** 

Note. See Figure I for paths. Time 2 to Time 3: goodness-of-fit in- 
dex (GFI) = .95, comparative fit index (CFI) = 1.0, x 2 (14, N = 53) = 
13.02, ns. Time 1 to Time 3: GFI = .95, CFI = 1.0, ×2 (14, N = 58) 
= 11.00, ns. 
*** p < .0 i. 

at Times 1 and 2, including the actor's attributes (paths f and 
f '), the partner's real qualities (i and i ' ) ,  and unfulfilled ideals 
(g and g')  did not predict later ambivalence. As these results 
illustrate, idealizing a partner appeared to provide a built in 
"Yes, b u t . . . "  that protected individuals from entertaining se- 
rious doubts about their partners' apparent virtues and frailties. 
And again, the protective influence of  idealization was not 
shared by simple reports of  happiness. 

Mutual understanding and changes in well-being. The re- 
sults of  the path models suggest that directional misunderstand- 
ings (or positive illusions) have a number of self-fulfilling 
effects. Relationships generally became more satisfying and less 
distressing when individuals idealized their partners and their 
partners idealized them. To see if accurately understanding a 
partner's global self-regard had any effects on later adjustment, 
we obtained estimates for a series of  models that predicted 
changes in well-being (e.g., satisfaction, conflict, or doubt) from 
the actor's perception of  the partner, the partner's self-image, 
and the understanding interaction terms. Again, no consistent, 
significant effects of  understanding emerged. Instead, mirroring 
the results of  the path models, individuals generally became 
happier (or less distressed) the more positive their impressions 
of  one another, holding the reality of  one another's attributes 
constant. 

Fulfilling hopes: A summary. Idealizing a partner appeared 
to create the realities intimates desired as these romances devel- 
oped by insulating them from the increasing conflicts and wan- 
ing satisfaction apparent in the general sample. For women, ide- 
alizing a partner resulted in their feeling relatively happier at 
year's end. And for both women and men, idealizing a partner 
and being idealized resulted in intimates experiencing relatively 
less conflict and less ambivalence (in comparison with less ide- 
alistic intimates) as these romances developed. These effects 
were even strong enough to work against any countervailing ten- 
dencies toward regression to the mean. For instance, a regres- 
sion account would predict that women who idealized their 
partners the most would be most likely to suffer declines in sat- 
isfaction given some error in measurement. Instead, in this (and 
all other cases), the "rich continued to get richer and the poor, 
poorer." 1 I 

The findings thus far suggest that idealization forecasts later 
well-being, as we proposed in our original model. We also ex- 
amined a series of  models testing the reverse causal l ink-- those 
between initial well-being (e.g., satisfaction, ambivalence, or 
conflict) and later idealization. Only two effects emerged. 
Greater satisfaction at Time 2 predicted relatively more ideal- 
ized impressions of one's partner by Time 3. Also, experiencing 
destructive conflicts at Time 1 resulted in relatively less ideal- 
ized images of  one's partner by Time 2. Such results suggest 
that unhappy realities may tax intimates' ability to idealize one 
another. But overall, the results support the idea that illusions 
play a greater role in structuring later experiences than vice 
v e r s a .  

' ' This is not to deny that attention to measurement issues is terribly 
important in this field and that a multiple indicator approach permit- 
ting the estimation of latent variables and adjusting for attenuation 
would be valuable. 
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Figure 5. Being idealized and changes in models of self. 

Basking in Reflected Glory." Changing Models of Self 

Can intimates actually turn self-perceived frogs into princes 
or princesses, as we hypothesized? Swarm et al. (1994) believe 
that intimates resist unfounded flattery and cling to their own 
self-images. However, if self-knowledge is susceptible to re- 
flected appraisal, individuals might actually create the partners 
they desire by idealizing them (i.e., the reflected appraisal 
hypothesis). If  idealization has such self-fulfilling effects, indi- 
viduals should come to share their partners' rosy views of them 
as romances develop. Such transformations of  self might sur- 
face on both the Interpersonal Qualities Scale and the measure 
of  attachment style. 

Figure 5 presents the model linking reflected appraisals to 
changing models of  self, as tapped by the Interpersonal Quali- 
ties Scale. In this model, changes in self-concept are residual- 
ized effects (e.g., variance in Time 2 self-ratings that is not due 
to Time 1 self-ratings). Paths a and a '  index the degree of stabil- 
ity in self-perceptions. The self-projection paths b and b'  index 
whether the actor's attributes predict changes in the partner's 
self-image (i.e., whether intimates become more similar). The 
reflected illusion paths e and e' index the link between the ac- 
tor's initial illusions and changes in the partner's self-percep- 
tions. More simply, these paths tap whether being idealized 
changes individuals' self-views. 

Table 9 presents the pooled, standardized path coefficients 
for this model for each time interval. The self-projection paths 
b and b'  were not significant, suggesting that individuals did not 
come to see themselves as more like their partners as time 
passed. Instead, intimates appeared to bask in their partners" 
reflected appraisals. Being idealized at Time l predicted rela- 
tively more positive self-perceptions at Times 2 and 3, as the 
reflected illusion paths c and c' were both significant. When 
their partners idealized them most at Time l, individuals' self- 
perceptions grew more positive by Time 3. Conversely, when 
their partners idealized them least, individuals' self-perceptions 
grew less positive at Time 3. These effects of  reflected illusions 
also surfaced from Time 2 to Time 3. Most critically, this evi- 
dence for the transmission of illusions was not simply a result 
of  individuals being involved in a satisfying relationship. Being 
idealized continued to predict significant changes in individu- 
als' self-perceptions whether we controlled for the actor's (i.e., 
perceiver's) or the partner's (i.e., target's ) satisfaction. 

Did basking in the glow of a partner's rosy regard also chal- 

lenge (or change) intimates' models of  self on the attachment 
dimensions? Figure 6 presents the model we used to explore 
this question. Griffin and Bartholomew's (1994) formula for 
computing the positivity of  attachment models of  self (and 
other) is described in the Method section. New to this model, 
paths b and b'  represent social reality effects, tapping the link 
between perceptions of  a partner and the partner's self-models. 
Paths a and a '  index projection, assessing whether individuals 
project their own securities (or insecurities) onto their partners. 
Paths e and e' index the stability of  attachment models of  self. 
Paths i and i' index whether partners' self-models become more 
similar over time. The reflected appraisal paths h and h' link 
being idealized to changes in working models of  the self on the 
attachment dimensions. 

Figure 6 also contains the pooled path coefficients for this 
model. The projection of intimates' general securities (or 
insecurities) shaped their impressions of  their partners, as the 
significant self-projection paths a and a '  illustrate. The more 
secure intimates' models of  self, the rosier their illusions about 
their partners. Conversely, the less secure their self-models, the 
less idealized their impressions of  their partners. Turning to the 
longitudinal effects, women's models of  self on the attachment 
measure (path e) were more stable over the year than were 
men's models of  self(path e'),  X2( I, N = 58) = 9.30, p < .05. 
Most critical, being idealized predicted changes in women's, but 
not men's, models of self, as the significant reflected illusion 
path h illustrates. Women became relatively more secure in 
their attachment styles by year's end the more their partners 
idealized them at Time 1. As time passed, intimates appeared 
to create the partners they desired by idealizing them, turning 
self-perceived frogs into the princes or princesses they per- 
ceived. (No consistent effects emerged predicting changes in 
men's or women's general models of others). 

Self-Corrective Mechanisms? Keeping Idealization 
Within Reasonable Bounds 

Rather than leaving individuals vulnerable to disap- 
pointment, seeing a partner who mirrors their hopes and ideals 
seems to protect and even strengthen developing romances. 
Some degree of (apparent) ignorance, then, appears to breed 
romantic bliss. But some readers might be wondering how to 
reconcile these findings with decades of wisdom indicating that 
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Table 9 
Reflected Illusions and Changes in Models o f  Self." Standardized Path Coej~cients 

Path Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

Initial projection paths 

b and h': Partner's self-perceptions .086 .002 -.014 
c and c': Reflected illusions .143** .152* .291"** 

Stability paths 

a and a': Original self-perceptions .640*** .625*** .529*** 

Note. See Figure 5 for paths. Time 1 to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .98, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = 1.0, ×2 (7, N = 73) = 5.32, ns. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .96, CFI = 1.0, ×2 (7, N = 53) = 6.39, ns. 
Time 1 to Time 3: GFI = .98, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (7, N = 58) = 4.25, ns. 
*p<.10.  **p<.05.  ***p<.01. 
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reality monitor ing is critical for well-functioning relationships 
(whereas others might be wondering how they might encourage 
a little more myopia on their partners '  part!).  

The fact that basking in the warm glow of a partner 's  ideal- 
ized regard actually changes int imates '  self-esteem might be one 
mechanism that keeps the idealization process within bounds 
(i.e., in touch with [an altered] reality). Moreover, we suspect 
that idealization retains its benefits partly because intimates ac- 
tually accommodate their desires and perceptions to reality. For 
instance, individuals might come to better understand their 

partners '  actual qualities as t ime passes. But even accommodat-  
ing perceptions to a partner 's  "real" qualities need not  unduly  
tarnish perceptions if individuals restructure their ideals in  their 
partners '  image. Cont inuing to project one's own rosy self-im- 
age on a partner may similarly sustain idealization as t ime 
passes. 

Accommodating perceptions to reality? Figure 7 presents 
the model we used to explore changes in individuals '  impres- 
sions of their partners. In this model, changes in impressions 
are residualizcd effects (e.g., variance in Time 2 impressions 
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Figure 7. Models of self and ideals and changes in impressions of partners. 

that is not due to Time 1 impressions). Paths c and c' index 
stability or continuity in perceptions of  one's partner. Paths d 
and d '  represent social reality effects, tapping whether impres- 
sions accommodate to the partner 's real qualities. In contrast, 
paths a and a '  represent self-projection paths, which tap 
whether actors' self-images predict changes in their illusions. 
And finally, the ideal-projection paths b and b' link unfulfilled 
ideals to changes in perceptions. Again, each path represents a 
partial or unique effect. 

Table 10 presents the pooled, standardized path coefficients 
tracing changes in actors' impressions of  their partners at each 
time interval. As we suspected, intimates' perceptions of  their 
partners accommodated somewhat to the constraints imposed 
by their partners'  actual qualities. Time 2 reality paths (d and 
d ')  predicted changes in intimates' perceptions of  their partners 

at Time 3. When intimates' self-images were relatively poor at 
Time 2, their partners came to see them in a less idealized light 
at Time 3. Conversely, when individuals' self-images were rosier 
at Time 2, their partners' impressions of  them grew relatively 
more positive by Time 3. Parallel reality effects emerged pre- 
dicting changes in men's impressions from Time 1 to Time 2 
and from Time 1 to Time 3. Men's impressions of women ac- 
commodated somewhat to women's reality, but women's per- 
ceptions of  men did not: x2( 1, N = 73) = 3.34, p < .10, and 
x2( 1, N = 57) = 5.32,p < .05, respectively. 

Projection also continued to shape men's impressions of  
women. Men's projection of  their own self-images onto their 
partners shaped changes in their Time 3 impressions, as the sig- 
nificant self-projection path a '  illustrates. When men thought 
less of themselves at Time 1, they had greater difficulty holding 

Table 10 

Predicting Changes in Individuals" Impressions o f  Their Partners: 
Standardized Path Coefficients 

Path Time I to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

Initial reality paths 

d: Reflection of male partner's self-image .017 
d': Reflection of female partner's self-image .168** 

.197"** .104 

.197"** .296*** 

a: Projection of female actor's self-image 
a': Projection of male actor's self-image 
h and h': Projection of actor's ideals 

Initialprojection paths 

.087 -.016 .058 

.215"* -.016 .230** 

.012 -.002 -.035 

Stability paths 

c and e': Original perceptions of partner .554*** .696*** .549*** 

Note. See Figure 7 for paths. Time 1 to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .95, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = .98, x 2 (13, N = 73) = 17.64, ns. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .93, CFI = .99, x 2 (15, N = 52) = 17.09, 
ns. Time 1 to Time 3: GFI = .93, CFI = .97, X 2 (13, N = 57) = 17.67, ns. 
**p<.05. ***p<.01. 
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Table 1 l 

Accommodating Images of the Ideal Partner to Perceived Partners: 
Standardized Path Coe~icients 

Path Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3 Time 1 to Time 3 

Initial reality paths 

d and d': Reflection of partner's self-image .080 .046 .073 

Initial projection paths 

a and a': Projection of actor's self-image .259*** .145" .264*** 
b and b': Actor's initial image of partner .135* .159* .227*** 

Stability paths 

c and c': Original images of the ideal partner .342*** .521"** .318*** 

Note. See Figure 7 for paths. Time i to Time 2: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .94, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = .97, x 2 (15, N = 73) = 20.79, ns. Time 2 to Time 3: GFI = .95, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (14, N = 52) = 12.24, 
ns. Time l to Time 3: GFI = .92, CFI = .97, X 2 (15, N = 5 7 )  = 19.71, ns. 
*p <.10. ***p < ;01. 
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onto their illusions about  their  partners by T ime  3. But when 
men 's  self-perceptions were rosier, their impressions o f  their 
partners grew relatively more  idealized. In contrast, women's  
initial self-perceptions did not  predict  changes in their impres- 
sions o f  their partners at T ime  3, x2( 1, N = 57) = 4.00, p < 
.05. [ An identical self-projection effect for men, but  not  women, 
also emerged from Time 1 to T ime  2, x2( 1, N = 73) = 3.34, p 
< .  10.] However, parallel self-projection effects emerged ( f rom 
Time 1 to T ime  2 and from Time 1 to T ime  3) for both women 
and men  when we used Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale 
as the index of  self-models. Int imates with higher self-esteem 
projected such positive regard onto their partners, coming to 
see them all the more  positively as these romances progressed. 
The ideal-projection paths (b  and b ' )  did not  predict changes in 
int imates '  perceptions o f  their partners across any of  the t ime 
periods, n 

Accommodating desires to perceptions? Instead, ideals con- 
sistently accommodated  to the attributes individuals perceived 
in their partners (but  not  to the attributes that actually existed). 
This effect emerged when we examined revised models in which 
initial impressions o f  one 's  partner  (a  criterion in Figure 7) pre- 
dicted changes in one's  ideals (the predictor in Figure 7).  Table 
11 contains the pooled path coefficients for this revised model. 
Seeing greater vir tue in a par tner  initially resulted in intimates 
maintaining relatively high ideals, as the significant accommo-  
dation paths (b and b ' )  illustrate. Conversely, intimates who 
perceived fewer virtues in their partners early on revised their 
ideals downward as t ime passed. Such results suggest that  indi- 
viduals maintain  positive illusions (in part)  by constructing 
self-serving models o f  the ideal p a r t n e r - - a  backward type o f  
logic that  leads intimates to define the attributes they perceive 
in their partners as ideal (e.g., Kunda,  1987; Murray & Holmes, 
1993, 1994). As we suspected, certain self-corrective mecha- 
nisms seem to keep idealization within reasonable, beneficial 
bounds. 

D i s c u s s i o n  

Despite occasional intrusions o f  reality, the lovers in this 
study who subscribed to Will iam Blake's vision o f  love did not  

end up disappointed and disilhisioned. Instead, relationships 
persisted and became more  satisfying and less distressing when 
intimates idealized one another  the most, not  when they more  
accurately understood one another 's frailties. In fact, we argue 
that lovers who subscribed to Will iam Blake's vision o f  love are 
not  so much blind and prone to disappointment  as prescient, 
actually creating hoped-for realities as t ime passes. 13 

J2 When the self-projection paths were omitted from the models, 
men's ideals did predict changes in their impressions of their partners 
over the year. The higher their initial ideals, the more idealized their 
later perceptions of their partners. 

13 We also found strong evidence of the self-fulfilling effects of ideal- 
ization when we examined simplified models using ordinary least 
squares regression. For illustrative purposes, we present only selected 
results concerning changes in men's feelings and perceptions. In these 
simplified models, idealizing a partner refers to the effects of men's per- 
ceptions of women, controlling for women's self-perceptions, whereas 
being idealized refers to the effects of women's perceptions of men, con- 
trolling for men's self-perceptions. Turning first to the buffering hypoth- 
esis, idealizing a partner buffered or protected men from the disruptive 
effects of negativity, flint~-~o~ = .208, p < .05. Turning to the transfor- 
mation hypothesis, being idealized by a partner initially resulted i n men 
reporting fewer conflicts at year's e n d , / ~  l-Time 3 = -.294, p < .05 and 
flTime2-Ti~3 = --.284, p < .01, and idealizing a partner early on pre- 
dicted less destructive conflicts at Time 3,/~ = -.324, p < .05. Similarly, 
idealizing and being idealized by a partner at Times 1 and 2 resulted in 
men feeling less conflicted or uncertain about their partners by year's 
end: ffl" l -T3p ,o j~  = -.242, p < .07, f ir  I - T 3 ~ d  = -.492, p < .01 ; 
ffr2-T3vroj~-t~d = --.389,p < .01, ffr2-T3~nm~ = -.557,P < .01. With 
regard to the reflected appraisal hypothesis, being idealized by their 
partners at Time 1 resulted in men feeling even better about themselves 
by Times 2 and 3:/~rl-T2 = .205, p < .05 and flTI-T3 = .224, p < .05. 
Similar evidence of the transforming effects of idealization were found 
when we used OLS regression to examine changes in women's percep- 
tions. OLS regression also yielded social reality effects mirroring those 
already reported. For instance, men grew happier and more content in 
their relationships by year's end the rosier their partners' initial self- 
regard, BTI--T3 = .432, p < .0 I. And, in terms of self-corrective effects, 
men accommodated their perceptions to better reflect women's actual 
attributes as time went on, flT~-T3 = . 4 1 3 ,  p < . 0 1 .  
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Idealization or Understanding? Constructing a Lasting 
Sense of Security 

Love is a gross exaggeration of the difference between one person 
and everybody else.--George Bernard Shaw 

Mirroring Shaw's musings, impressions of a romantic part- 
her at each time period appeared to reflect a mixture of  the 
real partner's attributes and the actor's wishes or hopes. These 
illusions--or motivated misunderstandings--reflected actors' 
tendency to project their own self-images and hopes for the ideal 
partner onto their actual partners. The more positive their self- 
images and ideals, the more idealized their impressions of their 
partners. Positive illusions, then, appear to stem in part from 
individuals' own level of  self-regard. Rosier self-regard pre- 
dicted more positive images of  an ideal partner and more ideal- 
ized perceptions of  one's own partner. 

As these romances progressed, models of self predicted fur- 
ther revisions in models of intimate others. When men thought 
relatively less of themselves at Time l, they had greater diffi- 
culty holding onto their illusions about their partners. When 
their self-images were rosier, however, men's impressions of 
their partners grew relatively more idealized. Parallel self-pro- 
jection effects emerged for both women and men when we used 
global self-esteem (i.e., the Rosenberg scale) to index models of  
the self. Women and men with higher self-esteem projected such 
positive regard onto their partners, coming to see their partners 
as more a mirror of  their own self-images as time passed. Such 
results suggest that individuals form models of  romantic others 
that mirror their own personal strengths or weaknesses (e.g., 
Baldwin, 1992; Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994). 

Further, the idealized images intimates constructed were in- 
tricately tied to well-being in these developing romances, as the 
concurrent projected and reflected illusions effects illustrate. 
Individuals were happier in their relationships when they ideal- 
ized their partners, seeing virtues in them that their partners did 
not see in themselves. Intimates who idealized their partners 
more also reported less frequent and less destructive conflicts. 
And being the target of  such idealized constructions also ap- 
peared to benefit well-being. Intimates were happier and re- 
ported less frequent, less destructive conflicts when their part- 
ners looked beyond the reality of  their frailties and saw the best 
in them. Trait-specific illusions had similar, beneficial effects on 
well-being. 

More accurately understanding a partner's self-image rarely 
predicted concurrent satisfaction. When it did (at Time 3), 
women who came to better understand their partners' self-per- 
ceived imperfections were actually least happy. In contrast to 
this effect, one might have expected actual understanding to 
benefit well-being precisely because intimates would know and 
understand one another's actual virtues and faults and still ac- 
cept and love 'one another (Swann et al., 1994). After all, it 
might be quite disconcerting for individuals to believe that their 
partners are only in love with an illusion. The present results 
suggest that this intuitively compelling proposition may fall 
short because truly understanding a partner's faults more often 
diminishes positive regard than instills unconditional accep- 
tance. But understanding a partner's self-schema may not have 
such costs. The indices of  trait-specific understanding yielded 
some support for this hypothesis. Women and men were happier 

the better women understood men's self-schemas at Times 2 
and 3. Overall though, the findings for current well-being sug- 
gest that happiness and security necessitate a certain degree of  
illusion or motivated inaccuracy. 

Despite the rigors of time and the increased potential for dis- 
appointment, idealizing a partner predicted greater well-being 
and stability as these romances progressed. Intimates who ide- 
alized one another the most--whose perceptions departed most 
from reality--were involved in the most stable relationships. 
Romances were more likely to persist the more intimates ideal- 
ized (or misunderstood) one another at both global and trait- 
specific levels. In fact, consistent with our buffering hypothesis, 
idealizing a partner actually insulated individuals from the del- 
eterious effects of conflicts and doubts, apparently acting as a 
compensatory force (e.g., Gottman, 1994; Huston & Chorost, 
1994). When men idealized women the most, early conflicts 
and doubts did not trigger breakups; when men idealized 
women the least, relationships dissolved in response to early 
difficulties. Accurately understanding a partner's "real" quali- 
ties, however, had no relation to the relationship's stability. 

As further evidence ofidealization's self-fulfilling effects, pos- 
itive illusions acted as a transformational force, warding offlater 
disappointments and protecting intimates from the waning sat- 
isfaction and increasing conflicts apparent in the general sam- 
ple. For women, idealizing a partner predicted relatively greater 
feelings of satisfaction at year's end. Even stronger idealization 
effects emerged in predicting later conflicts and doubts for both 
men and women--perhaps because of  the often hypothesized 
role of  positive illusions in warding off threats. 

Idealizing a partner and being idealized (in particular) re- 
sulted in intimates reporting relatively less frequent and de- 
structive conflicts despite the greater occasion to discover just 
how their needs did conflict. Such effects might emerge because 
intimates who idealize their partners expect their partners to 
treat them generously. This confidence in a partner's motives 
may foster the sense of trust and security intimates need in or- 
der to act selflessly in the face of conflicts, transforming them in 
ways that bridge apparently divergent interests and minimize 
overt conflicts (e.g., Kelley, 1979). Even when conflicts do oc- 
cur, intimates who idealize one another may be more likely to 
find excuses for a partner's transgressions that minimize the sig- 
nificance of  these misdeeds and prevent minor issues from es- 
calating into serious conflicts (e.g., Bradbury & Fincham, 
1990). 

Idealization also lessened the likelihood of individuals enter- 
taining serious doubts or concerns as their romances pro- 
gressed. Despite the increased opportunity for time to turn 
amusing foibles into intolerable faults, idealizing a partner and 
being idealized lessened the likelihood of  intimates later doubt- 
ing or questioning the actual merit of  their partners' apparent 
virtues. Idealization may have this effect in suppressing ambiv- 
alence (and its renewal) because ideals provide a template for 
constructing a sense of  conviction that resolves the tension be- 
tween individuals' hopes and fears (e.g., Murray & Holmes, 
1993, 1994). From an attachment perspective, seeing a partner 
as (nearly) ideal may also foster a sense of internal peace or 
security that dampens concerns about the relationship's vulner- 
ability to threats. In summary, positive illusions appeared to act 
as a transformational force in these developing relationships-- 
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bolstering later satisfaction, averting conflicts, and diminishing 
doubts. ,4 

Basking in Reflected Glory: Constructing Actual 
Partners 

Despite Swarm et al?s (1994) claims that intimates resist un- 
founded flattery and cling to their self-images, individuals came 
to share their partners' rosy views of  them as time passed. The 
more their partners idealized them initially, the more positive 
the changes in individuals' self-concepts. The opposite was true 
when their partners idealized them less. These rosy reflected 
appraisals even modified women's attachment styles---presum- 
ably chronic dispositions that originate ila childhood and struc- 
ture individuals' later romantic experiences (e.g., Bartholomew, 
1990; Hazan & Shaver, 1987). Women's self-models became 
relatively more secure the more their partners idealized them, 
suggesting that romantic experiences can influence attachment 
(as well as being influenced by it). As these romances pro- 
gressed, individuals actually created the partners they perceived 
by idealizing them, transforming self-perceived frogs into the 
princes or princesses they desired. As far as we know, this is 
the first evidence relating changes in self-regard to qualities of 
relationships. 

Such transformations of  self illustrate how interactions with 
intimate others might shape and expand individuals' self-con- 
cepts, particularly in domains where self-knowledge is uncer- 
tain (cf. Aron et al., 1991, 1995; Baumeister & Tice, 1986; 
M. R. Leary et al., 1995; McNulty &Swann, 1994; Schlenker, 
1986; Tice, 1992). A developing romance (especially if it is a 
first love) may play a large role in structuring individuals' 
models of  themselves as romantic partners. Basking in the glow 
of a partner's rosy regard and acceptance may then shape and 
inform these developing self-concepts, as the present findings 
illustrate. Unconditional admiration may have these effects be- 
cause individuals come to see their own qualities through their 
partners' more forgiving eyes. Also, individuals might directly 
contradict their partners' self-doubts or self-criticisms, thereby 
bolstering their partners' sense of  self-worth. Individuals might 
even come to see themselves in a rosier light simply because 
their partners treat them as special, unique individuals and en- 
courage more positive behavior on their part (e.g., Snyder et al., 
1977). 

In developing romances, self-concept change most likely oc- 
curs in domains where individuals aspire to certain "possible" 
selves but are unsure they have attained them. For instance, 
Hillary might readily accept Bill's appraisal of  her empathy if 
she wants to see herself as a warm and caring partner, particu- 
larly if she fears she can be too impatient at times. Where self- 
knowledge is more certain, however, a partner's admiration may 
have less power to change individuals' self-concepts (e.g., 
Swarm, 1987). Bill may have little success in convincing Hillary 
that she is athletically skilled if she is convinced of her 
clumsiness. 

In summary, basking in the glow of a partner's rosy regard 
left individuals feeling even more secure in their own sense of  
self-worth as these romances developed. In turn, feeling more 
secure in their own sense of  self might then have allowed indi- 
viduals to see their partners in an even more positive or gener- 
ous light (because of  the role of  positive self-regard in fostering 
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illusions). This process of  mutual affirmation and reaffirmation 
may he the keystone for lasting satisfaction and security in ro- 
mantic relationships (Reis & Shaver, 1988). 

Self-Corrective Mechanisms? Keeping Idealization 
Within Reasonable Bounds 

The fact that basking in the warm glow of a partner's ideal- 
ized regard actually changes intimates' self-esteem might be one 
mechanism that keeps the idealization process in touch with 
(an altered) reality. Idealization may also retain its benefits over 
time--instead of  setting intimates up for disappointment--be- 
cause intimates actually accommodate their desires and percep- 
tions to reality. 

That is, individuals adjusted their impressions of  their ro- 
mantic partners to the constraints imposed by the "real" part- 
ner's qualities as time passed, consistent with a basic premise of  
self-verification theory (e.g., McNulty & Swann, 1994). "Ac- 
tual" attributes that individuals once ignored (or failed to see) 
predicted changes in their perceptions. When partners' self-im- 
ages were relatively poor at Time 2, actors saw their partners 
in a relatively less idealized light by Time 3. Conversely, when 
partners' self-images were rosier at Time 2, actors' impressions 
of  their partners grew relatively more positive. Parallel effects of  
women's actual attributes on men's later perceptions also 
emerged from Time 1 to Time 2 and from Time l to Time 3. 
The critical caveat with regard to the benefits of illusions, then, 
is that idealized images are most vulnerable when they are most 
out of  touch with the partner's reality. 

Ironically, even increased understanding need not unduly tar- 
nish perceptions if intimates restructure their ideals in their 
partners' image. Intimates in stable relationships actually ac- 
commodated their ideals to incorporate the attributes they per- 
ceived in their partners (not the attributes that actually 
existed). Individuals who perceived relatively fewer virtues in 
their partners initially fashioned relatively lower ideals as time 
passed. Conversely, seeing greater virtue in a partner initially 
resulted in intimates setting even more hopeful ideals. Such re- 
sults suggest that individuals maintain positive illusions in part 
by revising their ideal templates--a type of backwards or self- 
protective logic that leads intimates to define the attributes they 
perceive in partners as ideal (e.g., Dunning & McElwee, 1995; 
Dunning, Meyerowitz, & Holzberg, 1989; Kunda, 1987; Mur- 
ray & Holmes, 1993, 1994). Through these three self-correc- 
tive, potentially interrelated mechanisms, idealization may be 
kept within reasonable, beneficial bounds. 

A Role for Reality: Working Models of Self 

Despite the self-fulfilling effects of  idealization, certain reali- 
ties did penetrate intimates' defenses as these romances devel- 
oped. Attributes that individuals once ignored (or failed to see) 

~4 These various findings in support of the wish-fulfilling effects of 
idealization follow on the heels of a large literature arguing that opti- 
mism or idealism is critical for well-being (e.g., Greenwald, 1980; Ja- 
noff-Bulman, 1989; Scheier & Carver, 1992; Taylor & Brown, 1988; 
Taylor, Collins, Skokan, & Aspinwall, 1989; Weinstein, 1980). From 
this perspective, happiness rests on people's ability to see a sometimes 
stern reality in the best possible light. 
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in their partners predicted changes in reports of  satisfaction, 
doubt, and conflict. In the first 4 months, intimates' satisfaction 
grew when their partners' self-images were relatively rosy and 
suffered more when their partners were more self-deprecating. 
Over the year, men grew relatively happier the rosier women's 
initial self-regard. Similar effects emerged for feelings of  ambiv- 
alence, as indexed by the Braiker and Kelley (1979) scale. When 
their partners were more self-deprecating, intimates reported 
feeling relatively more doubt about their relationships by year's 
end. The opposite was true when their partners had higher self- 
regard. Also, individuals reported relatively less destructive 
conflicts after 4 months the rosier their partners' self-regard at 
Time 1. 

Just as having a partner with a relatively positive self-concept 
slowed the waning of  goodwill apparent in the general sample, 
holding positive illusions about the self also appeared to buffer 
the effects of  time. Men with rosier self-images at Time l re- 
ported relatively more satisfaction 12 months later, whereas 
men with weaker self-images suffered greater declines in happi- 
ness. Similar effects emerged ( from Time 1 to Time 2) for both 
men and women when Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale 
was used as an index of  self-models. Intimates with rosier initial 
self-regard also reported relatively less destructive conflicts as 
the year progressed. Such effects also emerged concurrently: In- 
dividuals more secure in their own senses of self consistently 
reported less frequent and destructive conflicts. As these col- 
lected findings about the self illustrate, actors' and partners' 
high self-regard helps sustain positive sentiment as relationships 
progress, whereas personal insecurities appear to pose a latent 
vulnerability--a theme we will return to shortly. 

Turning to a different reality constraint, unfulfilled ideals 
predicted certain (but limited) difficulties as these romances 
developed, particularly for women. Both men and women re- 
ported more destructive conflicts at Time 2 the more their part- 
ners fell short of  their ideals. As time passed, women reported 
larger increases in destructive conflicts by Time 3 the further 
men fell from their ideals at Time 1. Similar but weaker effects 
emerged predicting women's later reports of  decreased satisfac- 
tion. Although women's ideals began to act as harsh standards 
as time passed (e.g., Higgins, 1987), men's ideals continued to 
act largely as positive filters, leading them to see only the best 
in their relationships. Men with rosier (but unfulfilled) ideals 
reported relatively less ambivalence and conflict and greater sat- 
isfaction as time passed. 

Is Idealization (and Its Benefits) Only an Illusion? 

The central challenge in understanding the role of  positive 
illusions in romantic relationships is identifying appropriate 
benchmarks or baselines for "reality." Distinguishing fact from 
fiction and idealization from insight requires some knowledge 
of  reality. But in the romantic domain few gold standards exist 
for measuring objective truths. So we turned to subjective real- 
ities-individuals' own views of  their virtues and faults--as 
proxies for truth. 

Intimates' impressions did appear illusory in light of  their 
partners' realities. But can this definition of  reality be trusted? 
Perhaps partners are actually being overly humble in their self- 
depictions, describing themselves less virtuously than they ac- 
tually believe themselves to be. Using such modest (and 

insincere) self-depictions as reality baselines would then over- 
estimate the evidence for idealization and its benefits. That is, 
the apparent benefits of illusions might actually represent the 
benefits of having a humble, self-effacing partner. 

Several points argue against this humility account of illu- 
sions. Considerable evidence suggests that biases in self-reports 
tend toward self-aggrandizement rather than self-effacement 
(Taylor & Brown, 1988). As an illustration of this bias, these 
dating intimates described themselves much more virtuously 
than they described the typical partner. Also, they tended to 
see their own attributes as ideal. Further analyses revealed that 
intimates' own self-images structured changes in their later 
models of the ideal partner, which also suggests that their self- 
depictions were less than humble. Most critical, greater humil- 
ity actually dampened later well-being: Actors' satisfaction de- 
clined most and doubts increased most when partners were 
more self-deprecating. 

Maybe, though, idealization simply reflects discernment. Af- 
ter all, apparent illusions did forecast the future of these rela- 
tionships. A year later in these romances, intimates who ideal- 
ized one another more initially were less likely to break up, re- 
ported fewer conflicts, and were less troubled by any nagging 
doubts or reservations. Undoubtedly, these beneficial effects in 
part reflect the possibility that intimates who idealize more are 
in objectively better relationships. 

The more intriguing possibility is that positive illusions func- 
tion as goals or prophecies that have self-fulfilling effects over 
time. If this is the case (as the present findings suggest), spuri- 
ous signs of discernment or insight might sometimes result from 
idealization. For instance, actors' impressions changed in re- 
sponse to the "real" partners' attributes, suggesting that insight 
increased over time. But being idealized changed self-concepts 
in the direction of a partner's illusions. Greater insight might 
have resulted, then, in part because individuals accurately per- 
ceived the partners they created by idealizing them (cf. Kelley 
& Stahelski, 1970). Similarly, idealization might lessen later 
conflicts, not because intimates who idealize one another are 
more compatible but because they are more likely to excuse 
a partner's misdeeds and thereby avert conflicts. Rather than 
adopting either extreme viewpoint, the most reasonable posi- 
tion to take is that idealization coexists with some degree of 
insight. That is, intimates base perceptions on a "kernel" of  re- 
lationship truth but construe this reality in the most positive 
possible light. 

Self-deception or other-deception? Intimates in satisfying, 
stable relationships seem to be deceiving themselves (at least to 
some extent), projecting images of  the ideal partner onto their 
own partner. And later, they even adjust their ideals to accom- 
modate less than perfect partners. Is it possible, though, that 
individuals are actually trying to deceive more public audi- 
ences? That is, can a general social desirability bias account for 
the findings? 

According to this account, some of  the apparent benefits of 
idealization might simply result from certain people's tendency 
to depict themselves and their partners in a desirable light--a 
PoUyanna effect. Such a bias could stem from intentional dis- 
tortions or habitual tendencies to use high versus low points on a 
scale. Ratings of the typical partner likely capture such habitual 
tendencies to respond to scaled items in particular ways. When 
we controlled for individuals' perceptions of the typical partner 
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(in unreported analyses), idealizing a partner and being ideal- 
ized still predicted greater well-being concurrently. And ideal- 
ization still retained its benefits over time. All of  the reported 
longitudinal effects remained significant when we controlled for 
individuals' general tendency to describe others in a more or less 
positive light. 

But any tendencies toward socially desirable responding 
might be specific to depictions of  the self and the relationship 
(and not surface in ratings of  the typical partner). However, 
global reports of  satisfaction undoubtedly capture individuals' 
tendencies to distort the quality of their relationships to a public 
audience. And when we controlled for satisfaction, idealization 
still retained its benefits. For instance, idealizing and being ide- 
alized predicted less concurrent conflict and ambivalence even 
when we controlled for satisfaction. All of  the longitudinal ben- 
efits of  idealization also survived this very stringent test. Ideal- 
izing a partner and being idealized predicted fewer later disap- 
pointments (as indexed by conflicts and doubts) and self-con- 
cept change even when we controlled for both actors' and 
partners' satisfaction. The evidence for the interpersonal bene- 
fits of idealization also rivals a social desirability account. A 
skeptic would have to argue that intimates pair on the basis of  
social desirability to explain why intimates are happier when 
their partners idealize them. However, the near-zero correlation 
between partners' self-images suggests that this type of assorta- 
tive mating does not occur. Finally, idealization even predicted 
a behavioral criterion--the relationship's stability--that is less 
vulnerable to efforts at self- or other-deception. 

We believe that this collection of  arguments provides persua- 
sive evidence that positive illusions have beneficial effects on de- 
veloping romances that are simply not accounted for by more 
amorphous feelings of satisfaction, simple desires to present a 
romance in a desirable light to a public audience, or simple bi- 
ases toward positive or negative responding. Instead, a certain 
degree of self-deception appeared to characterize satisfying, sta- 
ble dating relationships. 

What is the "real" causal model? In our original model, we 
pretended that certain causal paths existed--namely, that self- 
models structure ideals, that self-models and ideals structure 
percePtions of  a partner, and that the resulting illusions deter- 
mine well-being (see Figure 1 ). The longitudinal data allowed 
us to examine both the existence and direction of these hypoth- 
esized causal links. Our analyses (both reported and unre- 
ported) revealed strong support for this basic model. For in- 
stance, unreported analyses revealed that models of  self shaped 
later ideals but that ideals did not alter self-models. And ideal- 
ization had greater influence shaping later well-being than ini- 
tial well-being did in altering illusions. However, certain com- 
plexities did arise. Ideals changed in response to the attributes 
intimates perceived in their partners, not vice versa. 

In reality, some of  the causal pathways are most likely recip- 
rocal in nature and may even fluctuate in strength at different 
points in a relationship's development. Satisfaction likely 
shapes idealization as well as resulting from it, for instance. And 
we indeed found isolated evidence of such reciprocal effects. 
Also, ideals may change in response to the attributes individuals 
perceive in their partners as well as provide a filter that shapes 
these perceptions. This latter link seems particularly plausible 
because ideals related to perceptions but not to the partner's 
"real" attributes. To really untangle these causal pathways re- 

searchers would need to capture developing romances as inti- 
mates were becoming acquainted. At this point, for example, 
images of  an ideal partner may structure impressions as indi- 
viduals try to fill in the gaps in their knowledge about their part- 
hers. Only later might individuals begin to accommodate their 
ideals to reflect the partners they perceive. 

Seeking and Sustaining Security: Models of  Self, Actual 
Partners, and Possible Partners 

Writers in symbolic interactionist and attachment traditions 
argue that perceptions of the self as worthy of  love and caring 
are strongly tied to beliefs about the availability of  others and 
their dispositions in relationship contexts (e.g., Baldwin, 1992; 
Bartholomew, 1990; Bowlby, 1982; Collins & Read, 1990; 
Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994; Hazan & Shaver, 1987; M. R. 
Leary et al., 1995). Such theorizing suggests that individuals 
more secure in their sense of  self-worth should be more likely to 
make the leap of  faith necessary to idealize a partner. 

But this assumption has not been uniformly accepted. Freud 
(1922) argued that individuals project the qualities they wish to 
see in themselves onto their partners, loving from deficit rather 
than strength (e.g., Karp, Jackson, & Lester, 1970; Mathes & 
Moore, 1985 ). In support of  this, Dion and Dion ( 1975 ) found 
that individuals with low self-esteem admired their partners 
more than did individuals with high self-esteem. Also, some ev- 
idence suggests that certain individuals with more negative self- 
models, such as intimates with a preoccupied attachment style, 
are more likely to idealize their partners, at least at first (e.g., 
Feeney & Noller, 1991 ). 

In the developing romances we studied, positive self-percep- 
tions were closely tied to more positive ideals and impressions 
of one's partner, suggesting that self-models do indeed play a 
role in structuring generous models of  others. And time accen- 
tuated the effects of self-esteem. Working models of  ideal and 
actual (i.e., perceived) romantic partners grew even rosier when 
individuals were more secure in their own senses of self-worth. 
Interpersonal effects of self-esteem were also evident. Intimates 
had more difficulty sustaining idealizing perceptions when their 
partners were less sure of  their self-worth. As Brickman (1987) 
argued, the demands of  trying to bolster a low-self-esteem part- 
ner's self-image may simply become too taxing over time. 

Loving from relative strength ( or weakness), then, shaped the 
romantic experience. For instance, positive models of  self ap- 
peared to protect intimates from some of  the inevitabilities of 
accommodation, such as declining satisfaction and increasing 
conflict. Actors' reports of  frequent, destructive conflicts de- 
creased when their own self-perceptions were rosier initially. 
Also, in terms of  interpersonal effects, actors' well-being 
suffered more over the year when partners' self-images were 
weaker initially (perhaps because of  the link between poorer 
self-concepts and greater conflicts). Apart from these direct 
effects of self, loving from strength had a number of  indirect 
effects on later well-being through its link to idealization. That 
is, the tendency to idealize and be idealized (that self-confidence 
afforded) had a variety of beneficial, self-fulfilling effects on 
these developing romances, as we have discussed. 

The present findings help to articulate precisely why construct- 
ing (and sustaining) satisfying relationships depends on positive 
models of self(e.g., Erikson, 1968; Reis & Shaver, 1988; Rogers, 
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1972; Tesser, 1988). As further evidence of the importance of 
self-esteem, dating intimates who are more secure in their attach- 
ment styles tend to be involved in more satisfying, trusting rela- 
tionships (e.g., Brennan & Shaver, 1995; Kirkpatrick & Davis, 
1994; Simpson, 1990). Also, dating individuals who are higher 
in self-esteem tend to be involved in more stable and satisfying 
relationships (Hegelson, 1994; Hendrick, Hendrick, & Adler, 
1988). Similarly, in longitudinal studies of marriage, intimates' 
greater neuroticism predicted later dissatisfaction and instability 
(E. L. Kelly & C0nley, 1987; Kurdek, 1993). These collected 
findings mirror our own conclusions that dispositional insecuri- 
ties pose a latent vulnerability in relationships, precisely because 
such self-doubts interfere with intimates seeing their partners in 
the most generous, flattering light. 

lS  Love  B l ind  or Prescient? 

As the romances in the present study developed, intimates who 
idealized one another more proved to be more prescient than 
blind. Relationships persisted, satisfaction increased, conflicts 
were averted, doubts abated, and personal insecurities dimin- 
ished when individuals idealized their partners and their partners 
idealized them. Thus, lasting security and confidence appear to 
depend on intimates seeing the best in one another--overlooking 
each other's faults and embellishing each other's virtues. 

Despite idealization's benefits, certain routes to confidence 
may be more vulnerable than others (e.g., McGuire & Papa- 
georgis, 1961; Murray & Holmes, 1994). For some intimates, 
not recognizing a partner's self-perceived frailties later tar- 
nished their illusions and dampened satisfaction. We suspect 
that the nature of the stories intimates construct to defuse con- 
cerns about a partner's faults will determine the ultimate resil- 
iency (or fragility) of their illusions. For instance, longitudinal 
data we have collected suggest that relationship stability de- 
pends not just on the strength of intimates' illusions, but on the 
structure and coherence of the representations that individuals 
construct to support these idealized images. Individuals who in- 
tegrate a partner's virtues and faults within compensatory "Yes, 
b u t s . . . "  are actually involved in more stable relationships 
than individuals who compartmentalize their partners' faults, 
leaving pockets of doubt (Murray & Holmes, 1995 ). In future 
research we will explore the types of representations most likely 
to sustain idealization and those most likely to leave intimate~ 
vulnerable to disillusionment. 
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Appendix 

Positive Illusions and Negativity at Times 1, 2, and 3: 
Pooled, Standardized Path Coetticients 

Path Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 

i and i': Partner 's  self-image 
f and  f': Actor 's  self-image 
g and g': Actor 's  ideals 
h and h': Projected illusions 
j and j': Reflected illusions 

Predic t ingactor ' s repor tsofconf l ic t  

.130"* .034 d21  
- .172"*  - .202** - .043  

.091 .026 .031 
- .388*** - .391"** -.456*** 
- .223*** - . 147"  -.364*** 

Predicting actor's reports of  destructive conflict styles 

i and i': Partner 's  self-image .009 - . 030  
f and  f': Actor 's  self-image - .  198*** - .313*** 
g and g': Actor 's  ideals .164"** .258*** 
h and h': Projected illusions - .532*** - .573*** 
j and j': Reflected illusions - .  170*** - .217*** 

.173"* 
- .002  
- .006  
-.694*** 
-.253*** 

i and i': Partner 's  self-image 
f and f': Actor 's  self-image 
g and g': Actor 's  ideals 
h: Female 's  projected illusions 
h': Male 's  projected illusions 
j and j': Reflected illusions 

Predicting actor's repor tsofambivalence  

.247*** - .017  .163" 
- .086  - . 139  .064 
- .048  .167" .093 
- .363*** - .354*** - .601"** 
- .363*** - .674*** - .601"** 
- .253** - . 094  -.276*** 

Note. See Figure 1 for paths. Time 1 conflict: goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .97, comparative fit index 
(CFI) = .99, x 2 ( 14, N = 121) = 15.65, ns. Time 2 conflict: GFI  = .94, CFI = .97, ×2 (14, N = 73) = 20.83, 
ns. Time 3 conflict: GFI = .96, CFI = 1.0, X 2 (14, N = 58) = 9.05, ns. Time 1 destructiveness: GFI  = .97, 
CFI = .99, X 2 (14, N = 121) = 18.12, ns. Time 2 destructiveness: GFI = .94, CFI = .98, X 2 (14, N = 73) = 
18.45, ns. Time 3 destructiveness: GFI = .97, CFI = 1.0, X 2 (14, N = 58) = 7.41, ns. Time 1 ambivalence: 
GFI  = .98, CFI = 1.0, ×2 (14, N = 121) = 11.70, ns. Time 2 ambivalence: GFI  = .97, CFI = 1.0, x 2 (13, N 
= 73) = 9.74, ns. Time 3 ambivalence: GFI  = .92, CFI = .96, ×2 (14, N = 58) = 20.74, ns. 
* p < . 1 0 .  * * p < . 0 5 .  * * * p < . 0 1 .  
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